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The Phase III exhaust mixer test program was conducted to explore the trends
established during Phases I and II (Ref. I). Combinations of mixer design para-
meters, which Phase I and II testing indicated could result in a further im-
provement in overall performance, were tested. Phase III testing proved that
the best performance achievable within the stated tailpipe length and diameter
constraints is 2.55 percent better than an optimized separate flow base line.
This performance was achieved with approximately 82 percent mixing and 0.27
percent excess pressure loss. A reduced penetration design achieved about the
same overall performance improvement (2.53 percent TSFC) at a substantially
lower level of excess pressure loss (0.04 percent) but with a small reduction
in mixing (76 percent). This low level of excess pressure loss confirmed the
Phase II trend that longer, more gentle turning mixers would achieve reduced
loss.
The accuracy implied by the data repeatability of this test is +0.2 percent
TSFC. In order to improve the reliability of the data, the hot an-d cold flow
thrust coefficient analysis was augmented by calculating percent mixing from
the traverse data. In addition, relative changes in percent mixing between
configurations was determined from thrust and flow coefficient increments. This
additional procedure for calculating percent mixing from traverse data was found
to be a useful tool in assessing mixer performance.
The Phase III program also included testing to obtain flow field information
for use in the calibration of computer codes such as those being developed
under Contract NAS3-2303g. Two different unscalloped Phase II mixer configu-
rations; a deep penetration design and a shallow penetration design, were
traversed at the lobe exit to record stagnation temperature, pressure, and flow
angle distributions. The lobes and tailpipes were also instrumented with static
pressure taps to obtain velocity distributions through the lobes. During Phase
II, these same configurations were traversed at the tailpipe exit at these same
thermodynamic state points. Consequently, the combination of Phases II and Ill
testing provides flow field data at the entrance to the lobes, through the
lobes, at the lobe exit, and at the exit of the mixing chamber.
SECTION2.0
INTRODUCTION
The Energy Efficient Engine Component Development and Integration Program,
sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), is
directed toward demonstrating the technology to improve fuel efficiency and to
reduce operating economics of future commercial gas-turbine engines. The pro-
gram goals include a reduction in fuel consumption by a least 12 percent and a
reduction in direct operating cost by at least 5 percent relative to a base
Pratt & whitney JTgD-7 turbofan engine. To demonstrate the technology to accom-
plish these goals, the program is organized into two main technical tasks:
Task I - Flight Propulsion System Analysis, Design, and Integration;
Task 2 - Component Analysis, Design, and Development.
The work described in this report is a technology program conducted as part of
the exhaust mixer system effort in Task 2. This activity was aimed at estab-
lishing the basic technology required to define a high performance mixed flow
exhaust system for high bypass ratio engines. The performance objective was to
demonstrate overall mixed flow exhaust system performance which is equivalent
to a reduction of 3.3 percent thrust specific fuel consumption, compared to an
optimized separate flow exhaust system equivalent to the Preliminary Design
base-line engine of September, 1978. This technology would directly support
the design of the Energy Efficient Engine flight propulsion system and the
integrated core/low spool engine.
During the detail design of the mixed flow flight propulsion system, the en-
gine became longer and its flow path was modified. The optimized separate flow
exhaust system used for comparative purposes, in the mixer technology test
program, was unchanged. This resulted in the performance benefit for the mixed
flow configuration being reduced to 3.1 percent. The data presented in this
report is in the context of the 3.1 percent benefit.
The mixer technology test program itself consisted of three phases spanning
the years shown in Figure I. The first phase employed 28 test configurations
covering a wide range of design variables such as tailpipe length, mixer lobe
details, turbine swirl, and integration of the structural pylon. After coordi-
nating the results from Phase I with the updated engine design requirements,
Phase II was conducted employing 16 test configurations to evaluate additional
mixer refinements, the Phase I and II results are presented in NASA Report
NASA CR-165459 (Ref. l). The Phase Ill work which is described in this report,
was conducted employing ten performance configurations aimed at the evaluation
of performance improvement trends observed in Phases I and II. Two additional
configurations were instrumented to obtain code verification data for use in
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Figure 1 Exhaust Mixer Program
The testing was conducted in the Channel II static thrust facility at FluiDyne
Engineering Corporation, Minneapolis, Minnesota. Nozzle gross thrust and flow
coefficients were measured at both "hot" and "cold" conditions. The "hot" con-
ditions simulated the Energy Efficient Engine flow conditions with a fan/
primary total pressure ratio (PT7/PT8) of approximately l.l and primary/fan
total temperature ratio (TRAT) of approximately 2.5. The "cold" conditions
used uniform flow conditions (i.e., PTT/PT8 = l.O and TRAT = l.O). This allow-
ed mixing levels to be calculated and total pressure loss characteristics to
be defined for each test configuration, providing important diagnostic infor-
mation. In addition, total pressure and temperature traverses were taken at
the exit of the tailpipe for all of the test configurations, along with oil
smear photographs to provide flow visualization in interesting regions of the
exhaust system.
This report contains a description of the mixer model aeromechanical design, a
description of the test facility and test program, and a discussion of the
test results. Major conclusions are also included. Finally, a complete tabula-
tion of the measured data, the exit traverses, and flow visualization photo-
graphs are presented in the Appendices.
The mixer model aeromechanical design (Section 3.0) contains the requirements
and criteria used in the model design, definition of the test configurations
for Phase Ill, and mixer model fabrication techniques.
The test facility and test program description (Section 4.0) includes detailed
test conditions, data acquisition techniques and data reduction methods, and
data repeatability characteristics.
Phase III test results (Section 5.0) are discussed in detail, and this section
includes test summaries which identify the more significant geometric vari-
ables for all configurations tested.
SECTION 3.0
MIXER MODEL AEROMECHANICAL DESIGN
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Mixed Model Flow Coefficient
Specific Heat
Full Scale Model Thrust Coefficient
Overall Gross Thrust Coefficient
Mixed Model Thrust Coefficient














Forced Balance Axial Thrust component





Ideal Nozzle Performance Gain Available From Mixing
Mach Number
Mixing Plane Fan Stream Mach Number












Ratio of Mixing Plane Fan to Primary Stream Total Pressure
Total Pressure
Mixing Plane Primary Stream Total to Ambient Nozzle Pressure Ratio
Mixing Plane Fan Stream Total to Ambient Nozzle Pressure Ratio
Fully Mixed Total to Ambient Nozzle Pressure Ratio
Charging Station Fan Stream Total to Ambient Nozzle Pressure Ratio

































Ratio of Primary to Fan Stream Total Temperature
Total Temperature
Full Mixed Total Temperature
Charging Station Fan Stream Total Temperature





Primary Stream Flow Turning Parameter
Angle Between Engine Lobe Peak and Mixer Side Wall
Average Swirl Angle
Ratio of Specific Heats
Difference in Levels
Angle Between Radial Axis and Absolute Velocity
Mixer Efficiency
































Model Full Scale Correction
Number of Traverse Probe Positions in the Primary Flow
A Term Based on Mixed Conditions
A Mixed Term Evaluated from Nozzle Exit Traverse Data
Total Number of Traverse Postions




Fan Stream Charging Station
Primary Stream Charging Station
Nozzle Exit
Approximated Fully Mixed Flow Property at the Nozzle Exit
* For simplicity, subscripts may be written "on the line" of
type, especially in text.
3.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND CRITERIA
The design criteria used in the Phase III model design are the same as those
described in Section 3.2 of NASA CR-16545g, except for slight modifications to
the mixing plane design areas. In order to better match the Flight Propulsion
System bypass ratio, the following areas were used:
Mixing Plane Area (AMIX) = 276.45 cm 2 (42.8S in_2)nzAt Mixing Plane -- Primary Stream Area (Ap) 68.97 cm z (10.69 i )
At Mixing Plane -- Fan Stream Area (AF) = 207.48 cm2 (32.16 in. 2)
These areas also correspond to the best Phase II configuration (49) which is
the base-line for Phase Ill.
The requirements of Phase III were to capitalize on trends established during
Phases I and II and evaluate parameters which would further improve overall
performance. The trends were applied to the best Phase II model configuration.
That configuration incorporated 18 lobes, a tailpipe length to diameter ratio
of 0.61, and scallops and hoods. These parameters were held constant while lobe
mixer length, penetration, and lobe discharge angle were evaluated. A sketch
defining the major design variables is shown in Figure 2.
VARYING MIXER LOBE








PENETRATION = ApEN/AMI x
TAILPIPE LENGTH/DIAMETER = L/D
MIXER/PLUG GAP = AGAp/A P
Figure 2 Mixer Test Variables
3.3 MIXERTESTCONFIGURATIONS
Definition of the test configurations for Phase Ill is provided in this sec-
tion. The test configurations included are a free mixer in addition to 12
forced mixers. Major design variables are outlined and variations from the
baseline design requirements are identified.
Thirteen mixer configurations were tested in the Phase Ill program. Their
configuration numbers and key design parameters are given in Table I. Seven
were new configurations, two were made by modifying a Phase II configuration,
and the remaining four configurations consisted of a free mixer nozzle (con-
figuration l) and configurations 49, 29 and 34 from the Phase II program.
Retest of the free mixer and configuration 49 provided reference conditions for
data repeatability and accuracy. Configurations 34 and 29 were instrumented and
used to obtain flow properties through the lobes for codes being developed
under NASA Contract NAS3-23039. They were not retested for performance.
TABLE I
PHASE Ill MIXER DESIGN VARIABALES
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The configurations tested for performance had variations in length, penetra-
tion, and lobe discharge angle. Test parameters held constant were lobe number
(18) and mixing length to diameter ratio (L/D -- 0.61). In addition, perfor-
mance configurations had hoods and scallops while the instrumented mixer did
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Figure 7 Configurations 56 and 57
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Figure 9 Configuration 34
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Performance testing of mixer length variations consisted of one mid-length
(configuration 49) and two long mixers (configurations 53 and 56). The mid-
length mixer is the best performing mixer from Phase II. The longer mixers,
+0.152m (+6 in.) full-scale, provide an improved flowpath with more gentle
turning through the lobe.
The importance of lobe discharge angle was investigated with configurations 49
through 51 where the discharge angle was varied by cutting back the mixer lobe.
This series provided guidance to cutting back the longer mixers.
The importance of lobe discharge angle for the longer, high penetration mixer
was determined with configurations 53, 54, 55 and 59 and for the longer, re-
duced penetration mixer with configurations 56 and 57. Lobe discharge angle
optimization and penetration trades for the long mixer designs can be made by
comparing these two series.
In addition, the longer, high penetration mixer (configuration 59) was modified
to make a unique configuration (configuration 60). This was done by cutting
back every other mixer lobe a significant amount ( L = -g degrees) and intro-
ducing fairings or ramps (reducing the plug gap to zero) between every other
fan valley and the plug. This configuration determined the effect of large
variations in lobe discharge angle ( _ ) and the impact of reducing the hot
spot associated with the mixer plug gap.
Two short mixers from Phase II (configurations 29 and 34) were used to obtain
pressure, temperature, and flow angle data through the lobes to aid in the
development of mixer codes such as those being developed under NASA Contract
NAS3-23029. Performance, tailpipe exit surveys, and flow visualization tests
were completed in Phase II on these two unscalloped mixer designs. Detail
geometry definition of these two configurations appears in Appendix D.
3.4 MODEL FABRICATION
Model hardware for both test phases was fabricated at Fluidyne Engineering
Corporation. The mixers and plugs were fabricated from 416 stainless steel,
and tailpipes from mild steel. The mixers were machined from solid steel
blanks to 0.00086 m (0.034 in.) wall thickness. The trailing edge of the
mixers was handworked to 0.00025 m (O.OlO in.).
Several Phase Ill configurations were obtained by modifying the original
mixers. Mixer number 12 was modified twice by cutting back the mixer lobe to
change the discharge angle ( _ ). This same modification was performed four
times on mixer number 13 and once on mixer number 14. In addition, mixer num-
ber 13 had every other fan valley flattened to blend with mixer plug gap ramps
that were installed on plug number Ig.
The mixer, tailpipe, and plug components, identified by number, for each test
configuration are summarized in Table II. This table, when used with Figures 3
through 9, identifies the tailpipe and plug used with each mixer modification.
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TEST FACILITY AND TEST PROGRAM
4.1 TEST FACILITY
The test program was conducted in the Channel II static mixed flow facility at
the Medicine Lake laboratory of Fluidyne Engineering Corporation (FEC). This
facility is described in Section 4.1 of NASA CR-16545g. The multiple-tubed
mercury manometer boards used by FEC in the Phase I and II tests to measure
static and total pressures were replaced with individual solid state trans-
ducers for Phase Ill testing. There was one transducer for each pressure
measurement. This approach, along with a remote communication terminal, reduced
performance and survey data reduction turn-around time.
4.2 TEST INSTRUMENTATION
Phase Ill testing used the same common adapting hardware and instrumentation
described in Section 4.2 of Ref. I, and shown in Figure lO.
FAN
SCR| SHROUD ADAPTER
CHOKE PLATE FAN CHARGING STATll
CHOKE SHROUD











Figure lO Charging Station Instrumentation Housed in the Model Adapter Section
Also included was a mixer exit survey rake shown in Figure II, which consists
of one 15-probe total temperature rake and a combination 15-probe total pres-
sure/lO-probe flow angle survey rake. The temperature and combination pressure/
flow angle rake were separated by a 40-degree angle. During each test, pressure
and temperature data were acquired at 2.0-degree angular intervals covering a
40-degree segment of the mixer exit for a total of 315 TT and 315 PT data
points per test. Flow angle data were acquired in the radial and circumferen-
tial directions at 2.0-degree angular intervals over a 40-degree segment for a
total of 210 pitch and 210 yaw angle data points per test. A detailed descrip-
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TT PT FLOW ANGLE RADIUS RADIUS
PqOBE NO. PROBE NO. PROBE NO. I_t:mt:_b INCHES METERS INCHES
1 1 1 0.0858 2.590 0.0564 2.220
2 2 2 0.0692 2.723 0.0598 2.353
3 3 3 0.0725 2.886 0.0631 2.488
4 4 0.0759 2.989 0.0665 2.819
5 5 4 0.0793 3.122 0.0699 2.752
8 8 0.0827 3.256 0.0733 2.885
7 7 5 0.0881 3.388 0.0767 3.018
8 8 0.0894 3.521 0.0800 3.151
9 9 8 0.0928 3.654 0.0834 3.264
10 10 0._2 3.787 0.0888 3.417
11 11 7 0.0996 3.920 0.0902 3. 550
12 12 8 O. 1029 4.053 0.0936 3.683
13 13 8 0.1063 4.186 0.0969 3.816
14 14 10 0.1098 4.316 0.1003 3.949
18 18 0.1131 4.452 0.1037 4.082
Figure 11 Mixer Exit Traverse Rake Assembly
In addition, surface pressures taps were installed on two Phase II configura-
tions (29 and 34). Configuration 29 acquired a total of 156 model surface
pressures through the mixer in the fan (36 tailpipe, 42 mixer) and primary
streams (36 plug, 42 mixer). Configuration 34 acquired a total of 162 surface
pressures through the fan (36 tailpipe, 45 mixer) and primary (36 plug, 45
tailpipe) streams. The surface pressure locations are shown in Figures 12 and
13 for these configurations. All performance and survey data were recorded by
FEC and transmitted to Pratt & Whitney on 9-track static tape via a remote
data communication terminal.
Finally, a flow visualization technique was also applied to all performance
configurations. The surface of the model was first spray painted white and
then a mixture of lampblack and glycerin was applied in an array of spots
covering the region of interest. A cold flow test run was then made to estab-












































































This section discusses the actual test conditions, data acquisition and reduc-
tion, and an evaluation of the data repeatability. The test conditions were
based on simulation of Energy Efficient Engine Flight Propulsion System flow
conditions. The data acquisition and reduction section describes the aero-
dynamic performance parameters acquired, the mixer and exit plane traverse
measurements which were made, and the flow visualization information which was
obtained. Finally, data repeatability is evaluated with a statistical evalu-
ation of the free mixer test data, which represents the largest sampling of
data available.
4.3.1 Test Conditions
The test conditions covered in the Phase III program simulated a range of
cruise power settings for the Flight Propulsion System, at Mach 0.8, I0,668 m
(35,000 feet). Each performance evaluation covered a range of cruise power
settings(from approximately 88 to llO percent) as defined in Table Ill. Each
hot flow test point is defined by a primary stream pressure ratio (PT8/PAM), a
fan to primary stream total pressure ratio (PT7/PT8) and a primary to fan
stream total temperature ratio (TRAT). The cold flow test consisted of a range
of pressure ratios which duplicate the range of mixed pressure ratios associ-
ated with the engine power setting variation. Hot and cold flow condition
number 2, which corresponds to the maximum cruise condition, was repeated
twice to provide data reliability and accuracy. This procedure facilitates
calculation of the level of mixing and the amount of excess pressure loss
exhibited by the test configuration.
The nozzle and mixer exit traverses were made at condition number 2 of the hot
flow test; the flow visualization tests were conducted at the comparable cold
flow condition.
TABLE III












Nozzle and Mixer Exit Traverse
Flow Visualization
PTSPAM = PT7PA£4 = 2.5
TRAT = l.O
Fan to Primary Stream
Pressure Ratio
(PT7/PT8)











(see condition 2 of the hot flow test series)
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4.3.2 Data Acquisition and Reduction
The experimental data produced during the Phase III program are described in
this section. This includes several new methods used to determine the major
aerodynamic performance parameters in addition to the one described in Section
4.3.2 of NASA CR-165459. Also included is the method used to determine the
nonaxial velocity at the mixer exit plane for two previously tested Phase II
confi gurations.
4.3.2.1 Traverse Inte_ratlon Analysis
Two mixing functions were defined for calculating mixing efficiency from the
nozzle exit traverse data: l) a total temperature function, and 2) a gross
thrust function. These methods for calculating mixing are independent of thrust
balance force measurements and require only hot flow testing at simulated en-
gine operating temperatures and pressures. Both mixing functions were used to
minimize the possibility that definitional assumptions would bias the result.
Percent mixing is evaluated from gross thrust terms using the same fundamental
definition that was applied to the thrust balance measurements. The mixing
functions are distinguished by the rigor of the definitions. The temperature
mixing function approximates the gross thrust terms. The thrust terms are
assumed to be proportional to the root of total temperature (_/-fT). In the
case of the thrust function, an exact definition of gross thrust is specified.
The equations which define the temperature mixing and thrust mixing functions
are described in the following paragraphs.











I Fg fan + Fg primary 1Fg fully
mixed unmixed
term
The unmixed term is an analytical construct in that the fan and primary stream
gross thrust are determined by expanding the fan and primary stream through
the nozzle without mixing, that is, the streams are separated by a slip line
along which the streams are in local static pressure balance.
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In the case of the temperature mixing function, the gross thrust terms are
evaluated with the following approximations and assumptions:
1. Fg , W_/-_ ;
. The nozzle exit velocity is assumed to be parallel to the nozzle center-
line;
o Each streamtube of the flow is expanded to ambient. If the streamtube
flow is supersonic, the Mach number is set equal to one; and
4. Cp = constant
The thrust terms are functions of venturi-measured flows (WaFAN and WaPRI),
charging station pressures and temperatures (TT7, TTS, PT7 and PT8), and the
nozzle exit total temperature and total pressure distributions (TTi and PTi).
The partially mixed term is evaluated from the nozzle exit traverse measure-
ments.







Where Wi is a local flow increment, defined as
Wi = f(PTi, TTi, PAM, Ai)





The integration is conducted for N traverse probe positions, each of which is
associated with an incremental area (Ai).
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Theunmixed term is evaluated from the charging station properties and venturi
measured flows.




Where: BPR = Wa FAN
Wa PRI
- (I*BPR) V TT_mix (I+BPR)
The fully mixed total temperature (TTmix) is obtained from the mixing calcula-
tion procedure which is outlined in Appendix A of the Phase I and II report
(NASA CR-I 65459).
In the case of the thrust mixing function, an exact definition of the gross
thrust terms is specified. The gross thrust terms are evaluated with the
following assumptions and approximations:
I •
2.
The fully mixed pressure at the nozzle exit is approximated;
Cp = constant; and
. The nozzle exit local static pressure and radial flow angle are
analytically estimated.
The partially mixed term in the fundamental mixing efficiency equation is
evaluated from the venturi measured flows, the charging station measurements,
the nozzle exit traverse measurements, an approximation of the fully mixed
nozzle exit total pressure, and the estimated nozzle exit static pressure and
flow angle distribution. The partially mixed term is a ratio of partial and
fully mixed gross thrusts. This ratio is initially calculated as a function of
the measured model jet area and then modified to reflect the thrust ratio that
would be obtained with equal flows for both the partially mixed and fully
mixed terms, that is, the fully mixed condition requires a relatively larger






Ii=l ,N partial ,N mix-t(Fxi) mix-t (Wi)partial
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(Fxi)partial, (Wi)partial, and (Wi)MIX-T are local axial momentumand flow
increments in the exhaust flow at the nozzle exit. The momentumof the fully






= f IPTi, TTi, Pi, Ai,(_j)
: f (PTIoo,TTmix_t,Pi, Ai,Qj)
: f (Wi mix_t, PTIo0, TTmix_t, PAM)
_ i:l,NI(Wi) partial TTi]
(Wi) partial
i=l ,N
Pi and Oj are the nozzle exit local static pressure and flow angle, respec-
tively, where:
Pi = PTi (P/PT)analytica I
Since only throat plane stagnation properties were measured during each nozzle
traverse, local static pressure (P/PT) and radial variations in local flow
angle were estimated with the VNAP II computer program. VNAP is a two-dimen-
sional, time dependent, compressible, turbulent flow code developed at the Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory (Ref. 2). The VNAP prediction for the transonic
flow field through the separate flow and mixed nozzles was made with no-slip
walls and a free expansion plume. The estimated throat static pressure (P/PT)
and flow angle (C)j) contours are shown in Figure 14. Local flow angle varia-
tions resulting from mixer generated secondary flows are not predicted by this
analysis.
The fully mixed total pressure at the nozzle exit (PT lO0) is approximated by
linear extrapolation from an effective partially mixed total pressure
(PTpartial) as illustrated in Figure 15. This procedure is iterative since
percent mixing is not initially known. The slope of the extrapolation is
determined by the relationship between the effective unmixed total pressure
(PTo) and the fully mixed total pressure at the mixing plane (PTmix). This
relationship is assumed to be a linear function of percent mixing. In equation
form, the fully mixed total pressure at the nozzle exit is:
PT lO0 = PTpartial - I(PTo - PTmix) [(lO0 - % mix)/lO0]l
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Calculation of the Fully Mixed Nozzle Exit Total Pressure (PT 100)
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The fully mixed total pressure is obtained from the mixing calculation proce-
dure. The unmixed total pressure (PTo) is defined as an effective momentum
weighted total pressure which is a function of the mixer exit stagnation pro-







Note that the fan and primary total pressures (PTF and PTP) are mixing plane
pressures which are determined from the charging station measurements by
accounting for the skin friction losses between the mixing plane and mixer
exit. The flow areas of the unmixed fan and primary streams at the nozzle exit
(AF9 and AP9) are determined iteratively.
AF9 + Ap9 = f(PTF, PTP, TT7, TTS, Pi, WaFAN, WaPRI,C)j, Aj)
The partially mixed total pressure (PTpartial) is defined as a momentum weight-






where (Fxi)partial = f(PTi, TTi, Pi, Ai,OJ)
The unmixed term in the fundamental mixing efficiency equation is evaluated
from the venturi measured flows, the charging station measurements, and the
estimated nozzle exit static pressure and flow angle distribution. As in the
case of the partially mixed term, the gross thrust ratio is initially calcula-
ted as a function of the measured nozzle exit area, and then modified to re-
flect the thrust ratio that would be obtained with equal flows for the mixed
and unmixed terms.
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(Fxi)primary, (Fxi)fan, (Wi)primary, (Wi)fan, and (Wi)mix are local axial
momentum and flow increments in the exhaust flow at the nozzle exit. The fan
stream and primary stream momentum and flow increments are summed for M incre-
ments of the primary flow and (N-M) increments of the fan flow. The momentum
of the fully mixed flow, (Fxl)mix, is determined by expanding the flow incre-
ments of the mixed flow to ambient pressure, where:
iFxil primary andIWi) primary : fIPTP ' TT8' Pi,C)j, AFg)
IFxi) fan andIWi) = fIPTF, TT7, Pi,_)j, AP9)fan
IWi) mix
(Fxi) mix
= f(PTmix, TTmix, Pi,0bj , Aj)
For both mixing functions, the integration is conducted for N traverse probe
positions, each of which is associated with an incremental area (Ai). Local
area increments were calculated for each rake position as shown below.
Ai = I[(ri+l)2 _ (ri)2] + [(ri)2 _ (ri-l)2]}[(_/2) (DELA/360)]
where: r = temperature probe radius, and
DELA = angular increment
For the first and last rake positions: Ai = Ai/2.0.
The total number of increments in the integration procedure was equal to the
number of temperature probe positions. The radial positions of the temperature
and pressure probes were identical except for the inner temperature probe
where there was no corresponding pressure probe. The total pressure at this
position was obtained by extrapolation. The nozzle exit static pressure values
were interpolated from a cubic spline fit of the predicted static pressuredistributi on.
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4.3.2.2 Secondary" Methods for Calculating Percent Mlxin 9
Percent mixing was evaluated by a third (III) and forth (IV) method in addi-
tion to the hot and cold flow thrust and traverse mixing function approaches.
These methods utilize increments of thrust coefficient (ACVmix) and/or flow
coefficient (Z_CDmix) to evaluate changes in mixing and pressure loss relative
to a base.
A thrust coefficient increment may be considered as a sum of skin friction,
mixing, and excess pressure loss components. The contribution of mixing and
excess pressure loss to the increment were isolated by analytically estimating
the impact of skin friction on the increment. The mixing and excess pressure
loss components were then determined by solving two independent linear equa-
tions derived from the thrust coefficient increments.
In the case of Method Ill, two hot flow performance coefficient increments
(ACVmix and Z_CDmix) were used to define two independent linear equations
which relate excess pressure loss (Z_(Y\PT/PT) and percent mixing increments.
These relationships were assumed to be linear, since the influence of pressure
loss or mixing increments on thrust or flow coefficient are essentially con-
stant for any two configurations tested at similar conditions. A root of these
two linear equations approximates the solution for the excess pressure loss
and percent mixing increments between the two configurations.
In the case of the fourth method, increments of flow coefficient (hot flow)
and cold flow thrust coefficient are used to estimate an increment in percent
mixing relative to the base configuration.
These two methods are illustrated in Figure 16. Method III is shown as a typi-
cal solution for a decrease in thrust coefficient and an increase in flow co-
efficient relative to the base. Method IV is shown as a typical solution for
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Figure 16 Illustration of Secondary Methods For Calculating percent Mix
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4.3.2.3 Velocity, Vectors At Mixer Exit Plane
Two Phase II mixer designs (configurations 29 and 34) were surveyed at the
mixer exit plane to obtain pressure, temperature, and flow angle data through
the lobes for codes such as those being developed under NASA Contract
NAS3-23039. In addition, these data were used to determine the velocity
vectors and the flow angles at selected circumferential locations using the
fol l owl ng procedure.
The procedure begins with the measured static and total pressures, total tem-
perature, and calculated radial (pitch, /_ ) and circumferential (yaw, u ) flow





where x is in the axial, z is in the radial, and y is in the circuferential
direction. The absolute velocity at a given radial and circumferential loca-
tion can be calculated by:
Vab s = (at ) Mn / _/l + [(_-I)/2] Mn 2
where (at ) is the speed of sound based on measured total temperature, and
Mach number is a function of measured values of static and total pressure at a
given radial and circumferential survey position. The angle (c) between the
radial axis (z) and the absolute velocity can be defined as:
(= tan -l[ l / (cos vtanp)]
The radial component of velocity, Vz, is defined as:
Vz = Vabs (sin E cos u tanp)
and the circumferential component of velocity, Vy, is defined as:
Vy = Vabs (sin ¢ sin u)
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combining these components of velocity results in the nonaxial velocity and
its angle ( _ ) in the mixing plane:
Vnonaxial = _Vz 2 + Vy2
= tan -I (Vz/Vy) = tan -I (tan p/tan p)
The pitch (p) and yaw (v) angles that were used in the above equations were
calculated with a dynamic pressure that was based on measured local conditions
(at a given survey position) instead of a free stream condition. A table con-
taining Vabs, Vnonaxial, _, p, and u for both configurations, at selected
locations, appears in, Appendix D. _n addition to correcting the pitch and yaw
angles for local flow conditions, a second order least squares curve fit was
used to fit the flow angle calibration data. These curves also appear in
Appendix D.
4.3.2.4 Nozzle Exit P1ane Traverses
Traverse plots were obtained by surveying the nozzle exit plane of all new
configurations. At a single simulated engine operating point, total pressure
and total temperature were measured and nondimensionalized relative to the
corresponding ideal mixed property. A sample of the resultant plots is shown
in Figures 17 and 18. The charging station conditions for each stream (fan
stream = Station 7 and primary stream - Station 8) are identified. The absolute
level of the fully mixed reference is also identified. A complete presentation
of all the traverse plots is included in Appendix B. The location of the pri-
mary lobe peaks are indicated by arrows.
4.3.2.5 Mixer Exit Plane Traverses and Surface Pressures
Total pressure and total temperature traverse plots were obtained by surveying
the lobe exit plane, and the same method was used as described in Section
4.3.2.4 for two previously tested unscalloped Phase II configurations (Con-
figurations 29 and 34). In addition, model surface pressures were nondimen-
sionalized by charging station total pressure (in each stream), and Mach
numbers were computed. A complete (mixer, plug, tailpipe) tabulation of these
pressures and corresponding Mach numbers is presented in Appendix D, along
with total pressure and temperature traverse results in the form of tables.
Finally, lobe exit plane flow angle data were reduced using two approaches.
The first involved FEC reduced data using a linear curve fit of the flow angle
calibration data using free stream values of dynamic pressure. A complete
tabulation of the 40-degree traverse segment for both configurations is pre-
sented in Appendix E. The second approach considered the impact variations in
dynamic pressure (due to changing gas properties across the mixing plane) on
flow angle. In addition, the flow angle calibration data were reduced using a
second order least squares curve fit. This approach was used to calculate
velocity vectors at selected traverse positions, and complete data tabulations
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4.3.2.6 F1ow Visual izati on Photographs
Flow visualization tests were made for all configurations. These tests were
conducted with uniform cold flow at a nozzle pressure ratio of 2.5 to provide
a general indication of the flow field through the exhaust system. A sample
photograph is presented in Figure 19. The streaks result from placing an array
of dots (using a lampblack/glycerine mixture) on the painted surface of the
model prior to a test run. A complete set of photographs is presented in
Appendix C.
Figure 19 Flow Visualization Photographs, Configuration 49
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4.3.3 Date Repeatability
The free mixer configuration was tested at the beginning, several times dur-
ing, and at the end of the Phase III test program to establish data repeat-
ability with Phase II. The repeatability of thrust coefficient (CVMIX) data
was analyzed at relatively high nozzle pressure ratio, spanning the principal
pressure ratio of 2.5 used in the parametric evaluations.
The Phase IIl "cold" flow test had a standard deviation equal to +0.0008 as
illustrated in Figure 20. The "hot" flow test also had a standard-deviation
equal to +0.0008. During Phase II, the "cold" flow tests had a standard devia-
tion equaT to +0.0006 as illustrated in Figure 21. The "hot" flow tests had a
standard deviation equal to +0.0004. In general, the repeatability for Phase
II was somewhat better than teat for Phase III. However, Phase Ill results are
typical of the repeatability observed during a previous experimental program
in the Channel II test facility at Fluidyne Engineering Corporation.
Although the amount of available data is relatively small, an indication of
the amount of data bias between Phase II and Phase III testing is provided by
comparing the mean hot and cold thrust coefficient levels of the free mixer
configuration. At a mixed nozzle pressure ratio of 2.5, the cold flow bias
shift is 0.0007 and the hot flow bias shift is 0.0002. In general, the trends
from each phase of the program were used independently. Therefore, this bias
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S.l TEST SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Ten scale model mixer configurations were performance tested during Phase III.
These configurations were essentially variations on the best performing Phase
II model, configuration 49. The performance test was conducted to determine if
the best overall performance demonstrated in Phases I and II could be improved
by exploiting two performance trends observed during these tests. A tabular
summary of the performance characteristics of the configurations tested in
Phase Ill is presented in Table IV.
TABLE IV
PHASE Ill MIXER CONFIGURATION PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
Lobe No. = 18; Tailpipe L/D = 0.61; Scalloped, Hooded Lobes
Exhaust System Lobe Excess Thrust
Length Relative Discharge Pressure Coeffi-
Configuration Conf. to Config. 49 Pene- Angle,x Percent Loss cient A TSFC**




49 0.72 +4 81.3 0.0033 0.9873 -2.45
Discharge Angle 50 No Change 0.72 0 82.2 0.0027 0.9877 -2.55
Variations 51 No Change 0.72 -I.5 74.0 0.0035 0.9862 -2.19
51 [81.3]# [0.9872]# [-2.43]#
53 +1.524 (+0.61) 0.75 +8 75.3 0.0016 0.9872 -2.36
Extended Exhaust 54 +1.524 (+0.61) 0.75 +4 75.1 0.0025 0.9868 -2.26
System, High 55 +1.524 (+0.61) 0.75 +2 85.6 0.0032 0.9879 -2.53
Penetration, 55 [77.2] [0.9867] [-2.24]
Discharge Angle 59 +1.524 (+0.61) 0.75 0 74.7 0.0024 0.9868 -2.26
Variations 60@ +1.524 (+0.61) 0.75 0 & -9 88.8 0.0063 0.9869 -2.29
60@ [85.2] [0.9864] [-2.16]
Extended Exhaust 56 +1.524 (+0.61) 0.65 +4 63.9 0.0004 0.9862 -2.12
System, Reduced 56 [76.0] [0.9879] [-2.53]
Penetration, 57 +1.524 (+0.61) 0.65 -2 -- 0.0004## 0.9870 -2.31
Discharge Angle 57 [75.2] [0.9878] [-2.50]
Variations
* In Excess of Skin Friction Losses.
** Relative to the Optimized Separate Flow System.
# In Each Case where the Data Assessment Procedure Indicated that the Thrust Balance Data
was Significantly Affected by Data Scatter, an Alternate Performance Assessment, Indicated
by [ ], was Made Based on the Traverse Integration Results as Described in Section 5.2.
## Excess Pressure Loss was Assumed to be the Same as that for Configuration 56.
@ Special Features Included a Bilevel Discharge Angle and Mixer-Plug Gap Ramps.
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In addition, two scale model configurations were tested to obtain flow field
information which could be used for computer code calibration. Two different
mixer configurations, a high penetration design and a low penetration design,
were instrumented and flow field data was obtained at the entrance to the
lobes, through the lobes, at the lobe exit, and at the exit of the mixing
chamber as shown in Figure 22. These configurations were performance tested in
Phase II. The combination of Phase II performance data and Phase Ill flow
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Figure 22 Lobe and Tailpipe Flow Field Data
A summary performance comparison in terms of percent mixing, excess pressure
loss, and TSFC increments is shown in Figure 23. This comparison shows the
shortfall in performance relative to the program goal, and the size of the
shortfall relative to the guaranteed accuracy of the facility (+0.25 percent
CV or _+0-6 percent TSFC) and the accuracy implied by the data repeatability of
this test (+0.2 percent TSFC). Because the performance shortfall is not large
in comparison to the accuracy of the facility, the data analysis of this test
was expanded relative to the Phase I and II tests. This additional analysis
included evaluations of percent mixing based on integration of the nozzle, exit
traverse data. In some cases, the traverse results were assessed to be more
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The best measured TSFC improvement relatlve to the optimized separate
flow exhaust system was 2.55 percent, which is 0.55 percent below the
program goal of 3.1 percent. This was obtained by modifying the dis-
charge angle of configuration 49 from +4 to 0 degrees.
There was no major overall performance peak within the lobe discharge
angle range between +4 and -2 degrees. The best overall performance
was obtained with a zero degree discharge angle.
Percent mixing and excess pressure losses were found to be inter-
dependent in that both are sensitive to the degree of lobe flowpath
turning. As a consequence, the extended and reduced penetration
mixers did not increase overall performance above the level demon-
strated by configuration 49. Excess pressure loss was significantly
reduced by decreasing flowpath turning; however, this performance
gain was negated because mixing was also reduced by a reduction in
flowpath turning.
. The use of integrated nozzle exit survey data was found to be a use-
ful tool in assessing mixer performance.
So Performance and flow field data were obtained for two different mixer
lobe configurations. Codes such as those being developed under
Contract NAS3-23039 can be calibrated with these data.
5.2 DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
The experimental data obtained during the test are presented as two distinct
groups: mixer instrumentation test data and performance results. The mixer
instrumentation data were obtained to provide a mixer flow-path data base.
These data consist of lobe exit traverse data (stagnation properties and local
flow angle) and lobe surface static pressure data for two mixer configurations.
The mixer instrumentation data are described in Section 5.9. The performance
results are based on thrust balance and nozzle exit traverse data. The nozzle
traverse data were used to assess mixing by integrating the measured tempera-
ture and pressure stagnation profiles. In addition, is•parameter plots of the
nozzle exit stagnation profiles and total temperature distribution plots are
presented as a visual aid. Performance is presented in terms of thrust specific
fuel consumption (TSFC), nozzle gross thrust coefficient (CVmix), excess pres-
sure loss (A(ApT/PT), and percent mixing. The best measure of overall per-
formance is the equivalent change in thrust specific fuel consumption. Percent
mixing and excess pressure loss are key components of the overall performance.
The definition of parameters is the same as in the Phase I and II report except
that additional data evaluation techniques were introduced as a means to
enhance the accuracy of the performance assessments. Multiple evaluations of
percent mixing were made. They were used to judge the accuracy of the thrust
balance data. Four methods were used: Method I - Percent mixing was determined
by integrating the traverse measurements; both a temperature mixing function
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and thrust mixing function were evaluated. Method II - Percent mixing was
evaluated using hot and cold flow thrust coefficients as in Phases I and II.
Methods III and IV - Percent mixing was evaluated by two secondary methods
which used increments in thrust coefficient and flow coefficient relative to a
base configuration.
The Phase Ill test was designed to improve on the best performance obtained in
Phases I and II by exploiting two data trends observed during those tests:
l) the performance of some mixer configurations was sensitive to the lobe
discharge angle, and 2) excess pressure loss correlated with the degree of
flow turning through the mixer flow path. Ten mixer configurations were tested
with three degrees of "turning" through the mixer flow path. In order of de-
creasing flow turning, three types of mixers were investigated: l) the best
configuration from Phase II (configuration 49), which was used as a base line,
2) an extended flow path, high penetration mixer, and 3) an extended flow
path, reduced penetration mixer. Lobe exit discharge angle ( X ) variations
were tested for all three types of mixers. In addition, a hybrid configuration
was tested with two levels of discharge angle on alternating lobes and with
plug gap inserts. The mixing length (L/D) was held constant for all of the
mixer configurations. The free mixer exhaust system was tested four times at
regular intervals through the program to demonstrate repeatability. The con-
figurations are described in detail in Section 3.3.
Alternative methods for assessing performance were added to the test program
to increase confidence in the results. The guaranteed repeatability of the
facility is +0.25 percent CV. The accuracy demonstrated by repeat testing of
the free mixer within the Phase Ill test program (one standard deviation) was
0.08 percentACV or 0.2 percentATSFC. This is equivalent to approximately 6
percent mixing and 0.17 percent pressure loss. In the extreme, the percent
mixing uncertainty could be doubled since two thrust coefficient levels deter-
mine percent mixing. Since the magnitude of these uncertainties was large
relative to the performance gap that this program was intended to close, the
hot and cold thrust coefficient analysis was augmented by calculating percent
mixing from the traverse data. Two mixing functions were defined for this pur-
pose: a thrust mixing function and a temperature mixing function. In addition,
percent mixing was determined from increments of thrust and flow coefficient
relative to a base configuration (referred to as secondary methods).
The essentially independent evaluations of percent mixing from the thrust
balance data and the traverse mixing functions were compared and used to judge
the accuracy of the thrust data. In addition, all four of the methods for
evaluating percent mixing are compared. In some cases, where the disagreement
is sufficient to cause concern over the accuracy of data trends, an inspection
of the multiple percent mixing evaluations serves to identify which parameters
are most effected by data scatter. When the impact of data scatter is signifi-
cant, an alternate evaluation of thrust specific fuel consumption is presented
based on the traverse mixing function analysis.
For the sake of simplicity, absolute values of the traverse mixing functions
are compared with the thrust data results (good agreement with the base con-
figuration was demonstrated). When alternate evaluations of specific fuel
consumption are presented, they are based on increments in the thrust function
traverse results relative to the base configuration.
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The mixing function increment was applied to the base configuration percent
mixing determined from the thrust balance data to calculate the alternate per-
cent mixing level and specific fuel consumption. Relative changes in the
traverse integration results were considered to be the most accurate.
The traverse integration analysis and the secondary methods for calculating
percent mixing are described in Sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.2. In addition, the
method used to determine the traverse plots and flow angle at the lobe exit is
described in Sections 4.3.2.3, 4.3.2.4 and 4.3.2.5.
5.3 BASE CONFIGURATION
Configuration 49 exhibited the best overall performance in Phase II and was
selected as a base configuration for the Phase III testing. The Phase II and
III test results for configuration 49 showed excellent agreement. At the maxi-
mum cruise test condition, the hot and cold flow thrust coefficients were
repeated within 0.0002. The differences in excess pressure loss and percent
mixing were negligible.
5.4 DISCHARGE ANGLE VARIATIONS ON THE BASE CONFIGURATION
Variations in discharge angle (X) on the base configuration between +4 and
-I.5 degrees produced no major improvements in thrust specific fuel consumption
or clear trends in percent mixing or excess pressure loss. This is shown by
the test results from configurations 49, 50 and 51 which are summarized in
Figure 24. Note that this summary includes percent mixing evaluations based on
both the thrust balance data and the traverse data, plus an alternate
assessment of thrust specific fuel consumption for configuration 51. Both
types of percent mixing evaluations agree within a range that is consistent
with the demonstrated accuracy of the test facility; however, in the case of
configuration 51, the data assessment procedure (that is, a comparison of four
independent percent mixing evaluations) indicates that the traverse integra-
tion results for configuration 51 may more accurately predict percent mixing
and thrust specific fuel consumption than the thrust balance data. A compari-
son of the independent percent mixing evaluations for configuraions 50 and 51
are shown in Figures 25 and 26, respectively. All of the evaluations show
generally good agreement for configuration 50 and indicate that data scatter
had no significant impact on the performance results. In the case of configu-
ration 51, there is moderate disagreement, which indicates that the thrust
balance data are probably less accurate than the traverse integration results.
The small effect on percent mixing of varying the discharge angle from +4 to
-I.5 degrees is graphically illustrated by the lack of change in the nozzle
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Figure 24 Performance Summary - Effect of Lobe Discharge Angle ( K ) Variations
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Figure 27 The Effect On Nozzle Exit Total Temperature Distribution of Varying
the Lobe Discharge Angle
5.5 EXTENDED EXHAUST SYSTEM - HIGH PENETRATION MIXERS
An average reduction in overall performance, relative to the base-line con-
figuration, of approximately 0.17 percent TSFC was measured for the high pene-
tration, extended mixer series. This was due primarily to an unexpected lapse
of approximately 5 percent mixing relative to the base-line configuration. In
addition, there was no significant response in overall performance to varia-
tions in the discharge angle (>,) between zero and eight degrees, as shown in
Figure 28. Percent mixing evaluations by both the thrust balance data and
traverse results showed good agreement except in the case of configuration 55.
The thrust balance data indicated that for configuration 55 there was a "spike"
in the percent mixing trend; however, the data assessment procedure showed
that this was the result of thrust balance data scatter. Therefore, an alter-
nate assessment of thrust specific fuel consumption was made based on the
traverse resul is.
The excess pressure loss (A(ApT/PT) was reduced relative to the base-line
configuration, this is consistent with a trend observed in Phase II testing in
which a reduction in mixer flowpath turning resulted in a reduction in excess
pressure loss. In the case of configurations 53, 54, and 59, the reduction in
excess pressure loss exceeded the estimated increase in skin friction loss
(Z_PT/PT=O.O006) which resulted from extending the exhaust system. The
measured variations in excess pressure loss due to changes in the discharge
angle are relatively small and probably do not define a clear trend. A further
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Figure 28 Performance Summary - Effect of High Penetration Extended Mixers
With Discharge Angle Variations
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A comparison of all four independent percent mixing evaluations shows good
agreement for configurations 53, 54, and 59 as illustrated in Figures 29
through 31, respectively. In the case of configuration 55, the data assessment
procedure indicates that the thrust balance results were less accurate than
the traverse results due to an inaccurate force balance measurement which
resulted in an elevated hot flow thrust coefficient (CVmlx). This assessment
is based on a comparison of all four independent methods for evaluating per-
cent mixing which is shown in Figure 32. Note that the traverse and Method IV
evaluations of percent mixing show good agreement. This is likely to occur
only if the "cold" thrust coefficient and "hot" flow coefficient are not
significantly affected by data scatter. If these coefficients are accurate,
the lack of agreement in percent mixing evaluated by Methods II and III is due
to the impact of data scatter on the "hot" thrust coefficient as illustrated
in Figure 33. Note that only the force balance component of the "hot" thrust
coefficient is completely independent of the measurements which determine the
"hot" flow coefficient.
The consistent reduction in mixing observed for all four of the extended high
penetration mixers relative to the base-line configuration was probably the
result of reduced flow turning through the extended mixers and a reduction in
the relative flow angles of the fan and primary streams at the mixing plane.
These differences would tend to reduce the strength of the secondary flow
systems in the wake of the extended mixers, which would tend to reduce mixing.
These were the only significant geometry differences between the two types of
mixers. Phase I and II testing showed that the number of lobes, penetration,
and mixing length (L/D) were the primary geometric variables that affect per-
cent mixing. The number of lobes and the mixing length were the same for the
base-line and the extended mixers. The penetration of the extended mixers was
slightly increased relative to the base-line configuration from 0.72 percent
to 0.75 percent. Phase II testing indicated that this change would tend to
slightly increase percent mixing.
A comparison of the nozzle exit total temperature distributions of configura-
tions 49 and 54, as shown in Figure 34, graphically illustrates the reduction
in percent mixing that occurred with the extended mixers which have reduced
lobe flow path turning. Note that the total temperature distribution of con-
figuration 54 is slightly closer to the unmixed total temperature profile over
a considerable range of flow.
5.6 EXTENDED EXHAUST SYSTEM - REDUCED PENETRATION MIXERS
The extended, reduced penetration mixers were tested to determine if a more
optimal combination of flow turning and penetration could be obtained by in-
creasing the length of the base-line configuration and reducing the mixer
penetration while maintaining the same number of lobes and mixing length. The
reduction in penetration was used as a means to further decrease flow turning
through the mixer primary stream without increasing skin friction or the over-
all length of the exhaust system. Phase II testing indicated that reducing
penetration would result in a performance trade between decreased excess
pressure loss (A(ApT/PT) and decreased mixing. In addition, the impact of
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Figure 34 The Effect on Nozzle Exit Total Temperature Distribution of
Reducing Mixer Lobe Flowpath Turning
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The overall peformance of the extended exhaust system, reduced penetration
mixers was assessed to be essentially the same as the performance of the base-
line configuration as shown in Figure 35. Varying the mixer discharge angle
(X) between -2 and +4 degrees had no major impact on percent mixing or over-
a)1 performance. A large reduction in excess pressure loss (_(Z_PT/PT)) of
0.0029 relative to the base-line configuration was measured. This reduction
substantially exceeded the increase in skin friction pressure loss (Z_PT/PT=
0.0006) which resulted from extending the exhaust system. However, the net
gain in overall performance was small due to a reduction in percent mixing of
approximately 5 percent. The mixing decreased as a result of decreasing the
penetration relative to the base configuration from 72 to 65 percent. The
excess pressure loss decreased due to a reduction in flow turning through the
mixer. Although a significantly optimum combination of flow turning and pene-
tration was not identified for a cruise power setting, it should be noted that
essentially the same overall performance was obtained at a lower level of
pressure loss.
The assessment of thrust specific fuel consumption and percent mixing was
based on the cold flow thrust balance data and the traverse integration re-
sults, because the data assessment procedure indicated that the "hot" thrust
coefficient was significantly affected by data scatter. In addition, the re-
sults based on the "hot" thrust coefficient indicated a severe drop in perfor-
mance and percent mixing (17.4 percent for configuration 56) which was incon-
sistent with the data trends and performance levels observed in Phase I and II
testing. Percent mixing could not be evaluated directly from the thrust data
for configuration 57, since only hot flow data were taken. This economy in
tests points made it possible to add configuration 60 to the test program. The
excess pressure loss for configuration 57 was assumed to be equal to that of
configuration 56. A comparison of all four percent mixing evaluations for con-
figuration 56 shows considerable disagreement as illustrated in Figure 36.
Note that the traverse and Method IV evaluations of percent mixing show good
areement. As in the case of configuration 55, this indicates a significant
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Figure 35 Performance Summary - Effect of Low Penetration, Extended Mixers
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Configuration 56
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5.7 ADDITIONAL MIXER MODIFICATIONS
An additional configuration was added to the test program to determine if an
increase in mixing and overall performance could be obtained by two additional
geometry changes: l) a further lobe cutback and, 2) the addition of mixer/
plug ramps. These modifications were made to configuration 59, and the modi-
fied design was identified as configuration 60. Both modifications were in-
cluded in one configuration to avoid adding additional test points to the
program. The additional cutback was selected to extend the test range for
discharge angle (_) to -g degrees, since small discharge angle variations (_
= 2 to -4 degrees) were shown to have little impact on overall performance
(Sections 5.4 through 5.6). 0nly every other lobe was modified to minimize
changes in the primary and fan areas at the mixing plane, this produced a
bilevel set of discharge angles ( _ = 0 to -9 degrees). The mixer/plug ramp
was selected as a novel method for influencing mixing in the central region of
the mixing duct. In Phase II testing it was demonstrated that mixing was
affected by the size of the mixer/plug gap. A gap size (Agap/Aprimary) of
approximately 22 percent resulted in the best overall performance although a
"hot spot" was present in the central region of the tailpipe. A smaller gap
size increased mixing and removed the hot spot; however, overall performance
was not improved due to a pressure loss penalty. The gap size was controlled
by varying the proximity between the mixer and plug in the region of the mix-
ing plane. The mixer/plug ramp was devised as an alternate method to reduce
the gap size and inject more fan flow into the central "hot spot". As in the
case of the lobe cutback, ramps were added to every other lobe.
The additional modifications resulted in a loss of overall performance of 0.29
ercent TSFC (based on the traverse integration approach) relative to the base-
ine configuration, and no major change relative to configuration 59 as shown
in Figure 38. The impact of the modifications is best illustrated by comparing
configurations 59 and 60. The modifications produced a significant increase in
mixing (7.8 percent based on the traverse integration increments); however,
this improvement was negated by a 0.0039 increase in excess pressure loss
(A(APT/PT).
The mixing improvement can also be seen in a comparison of the nozzle exit
total temperature distributions of configurations 59 and 60 as shown in Figure
39. Note that the mixer/plug ramps eliminated the central "hot spot". In addi-
tion, the bilevel cutback modification appears to have increased mixing in the
outer region of the tailpipe.
A comparison of all four percent mixing evaluations showed considerable dis-
agreement as illustrated in Figure 40. Therefore, a performance assessment
based on the traverse integration approach was considered more accurate. Note
that an error in a single parameter is not clearly defined by the percent
mixing comparisons. However, an inaccurately high "hot" flow coefficient For
configuration 60 is the type of error that would cause Methods Ill and IV to
predict low levels of percent mixing.
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Figure 39 The Effect on Nozzle Exit Total Temperature Distribution of the
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Since the plug/ramp and the lobe cutback modifications were tested as one con-
figuration, the degree to which each modification affected overall performance
could not be obtained from the thrust balance data. Integration of the nozzle
survey data in regions behind individual lobes provided some insight into the
impact of each modification on mixing; however, the excess pressure loss com-
ponents of performance could not be accurately determined from the survey
data. The lobe cutback was estimated to produce a 2 to 3 percent gain in
mixing and the mixer/plug gap gain was estimated to be between 5 and 6 per-
cent. Two comparisons were utilized to estimate mixing from the traverse data.
First, the effect of the mixer/plug ramps on mixing was estimated by comparing
traverse integration results from configurations 59 and 60 from regions where
differences in the nozzle exit profiles were generated primarily by the ramps,
that is, in regions where the discharge angles were the same (>,= 0 degrees).
This approach indicated that the ramps improved mixing by 5.1 percent, and,
since the total gain in mixing was 7.8 percent, the lobe modification gain was
2.7 percent. Similar results were obtained by comparing two integration
regions from configuration 60 where differences in the nozzle exit profiles
were generated primarily by differences in the discharge angles. This approach
indicated that the discharge angle modification increased mixing by 2.1 per-
cent and the ramps improved mixing by 5.7 percent. These results are illustra-
ted graphically in Figure 41. The percent mixing increments are quoted on the
basis of the gross thrust mixing function. Both the thrust function and tem-
perature function produced essential ly the same results.
Excess pressure loss increments for the individual lobe cutback and ramp modi-
fications could not be reliably determined from the traverse data. It was
observed that the total pressure levels determined by integrating in two
adjacent regions behind similar lobes were different by approximately 0.25
percent for most of the configurations. Therefore, integrating behind indivi-
dual lobes where the lobe geometry was different would not produce reliable
results where the expected pressure loss differences were a few tenths of one
percent. This problem is probably the result of the large degree of distortion
in the nozzle exit total pressure profiles, which could not be integrated to
the high degree of accuracy required without a substantial increase in the
grid density of the total pressure survey.
5.8 EXCESS PRESSURE LOSS TRENDS
As in Phase I and II testing, excess pressure loss (A(_PT/PT) was reduced by
decreasing penetration or increasing mixer lobe length. In the case of the
Phase III configurations, these changes predominately affected flow turning
through the primary stream, and a strong correlation between primary stream
flow turning and excess pressure loss was observed as illustrated in Figure
42. The primary stream flow turning was characterized by the degree of radial
displacement of the lobe outer wall measured at the point of maximum displace-
ment (y/x). Note, that in the case of the extended mixers (configurations 53,
54, 55, 59, an_ 56) excess pressure loss was almost eliminated by a reduction
in penetration. This tends to indicate that for both the base-line and extend-
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Figure 42 Effect of Mixer Flow Path Turning on Excess Pressure Loss
5.9 MIXER INSTRUMENTATION TEST RESULTS
Two unscalloped mixer configurations (29 and 34) that had been performance
tested in Phase II were instrumented to obtain flow properties (in the form of
pressure, temperature, and flow angle data) through the lobes for codes such
as those being developed under NASA Contract NAS3-23039. Configuration 29 is a
low penetration (0.51) low excess pressure loss [A(Z_PT/PT)] < 0 design,
while configuration 34 has high penetration (0.75) and high loss (0.012). Even
though configuration 19 had 30 percent less mixing than configuration 34, it
had a resultant performance increase of 0.48 percent TSFC, that was primarily
due to its low loss. A summary of these results is shown in Table V.
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TABLEV
UNSCALLOPEDCONFIGURATIONSPERFORMANCE TESTED IN PHASE II
Geometry
Perfo finance
Conf. 2g Conf. 34
Penetrati on O.51 O.75
Lobe Number 18 18
Tal Iplpe L/D O.61 O.61
% Mix sg 8g
A(ApT/PT) < 0 0.012
A TSFC -2.11 1.63
Diagnostic testing of configurations 29 and 34 established the total pressure
profiles (relative to the ideal fully mixed total pressure) at the exit of the
lobes (see Figure 43) and identifies the actual loss regions of the lobe. The
outline of the lobe is added for clarity. There is a concentrated low pressure
region at the very top of the lobe that is associated with primary stream flow
turning. The configuration 34 low pressure region is more severe than that for
configuration 29 and is due to more flow turning. In addition, there are low
pressure regions along the side of the lobe. The outermost low pressure
regions are believed to be caused by the secondary flows within the lobe due
to the static pressure gradients set up by the flow turning. The inner low
pressure regions, near the centerbody, are a result of the interference be-
tween the lobe fan valley and centerbody. Finally, another low pressure region
exists at the base of the fan valley and is due to an accumulation of the
boundary layer from the upstream duct and the _ow turning through the Fan
portion of the lobe.
Nonaxial velocities at the lobe exit plane were also calculated (at selected
locations) for configurations 29 and 34. The major features of these radial-
circumferential velocity fields are: a strong radial velocity directed toward
the centerbody in the fan valley region, a slightly weaker radial velocity for
configuration 29 but stronger velocity field for configuration 34 directed
outward toward the tailpipe wall in the primary lobe region, and significant
circumferential velocity components near the lobe side wall and lobe/centerbody
regions for both configurations. These velocity fields, when combined, suggest
a large-scale counterclockwise circulation region and is similar to those
observed in other diagnostic mixer tests (Ref. 3). A description of those non-
axial velocities, in the form of velocity vectors, is shown in Figure 44 where
numbers next to the vector are magnitudes of velocity in m/sec.
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Figure 44 Nonaxial Velocity at the Mixtng Plane
Total temperature profiles (relative to the ideal, fully mixed total tempera-
ture) were also established for configurations 29 and 34 at the exit of the
lobe and tailpipe nozzle as shown in Figures 45 and 46. The low penetration,
low loss design (configuration 29) exhibited a mixing level that was 30 per-
cent less than the higher penetration, high loss configuration (34). This is
evidenced by the increased gradients and reduced penetration of the primary
flow into the fan stream as seen at the nozzle exit plane. The shaded areas on
the traverse plots define the region where mixed temperatures exist and pro-
vides a guide to distinguish the primary from the fan stream. The lobe shape
is clearly outlined at the mixer exit plane, and the steep gradients indicate
that very little mixing has taken place.
Finally, lobes, tailpipe, and centerbody (plug) surface pressures were used to
determine local Mach numbers which are based on measured charging total pres-
sure in each stream. Figures 47 (configuration Ig) and 48 (configuration 34)
show the mixer surface Mach number contours in the fan and primary streams,
where the flow direction is indicated by arrows. Fan flow that goes around the
backside of the low penetration design (configuration 29) accelerates toward
the fan valley and then diffuses slightly as it approaches the lobe trailing
edge. In the primary stream, the flow accelerates around the fan valley and
then diffuses slightly as it travel s toward the inside lobe peak.
For the high penetration configuration, the flow field shows stronger gradients
and slightly different trends. The fan flow accelerates rapidly around the
lobe backside (due to the narrow lobe shape) and then diffuses slightly as it
approaches the mixer trailing edge. A similar flow field occurs in the primary
stream where the flow around the inside fan valley accelerates and then dif-
fuses significantly, especially along the inside lobe peak. This diffusion is
associated with the large primary flow turning of the high penetration design.
Figures 49 through 52 show the tailpipe and centerbody (plug) surface Mach
numbers for configurations 29 and 34. Also shown are one-dimensional Mach
number calculations which are based on the area distributions shown for each
flow path. The one-dimensional Mach number calculations agree fairly well with
the tailpipe data (Figures 50 and 52) but vary significantly with the center-
body data (Figures 49 and 51), especially at the lobe trailing edge. This dis-
agreement is primarily due to the more severe flow turning that takes place in
the primary stream.
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Tabulations of the key model test data are presented in this appendix. The
data are grouped in order of the test configuration number. The CVL_I X and
CD MIX data have been processed to reflect fully mixed flow proper_les for
the reference ideal conditions.
The contents of this appendix consists of the following:
A.l Definition of Symbols





A.I DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS
Defined at Model Mixin_ Plane
CV MIX - Mixed Model Thrust Coefficient = Fg MEASURED/Fg FULLY_
MIXED) IDEAL
CD MIX - Mixed Model Flow Coefficient =
(Wa FAN + Wa PRI)MEASURED/WaFULLY_
MIXED)IDEAL
- Fully Mixed Total to Ambient Nozzle Pressure Ratio
- Fan Stream Total to Ambient Nozzle Pressure Ratio
- Primary Stream Total to Ambient Nozzle Pressure Ratio
- Ratio of PTFPAM to PTEPAM
- Ideal Nozzle Performance Gain Available From Mixing =
(FgFULLY - FgUNMIXED) /FgFULLY]MIXED MIXED IDEAL
- Fully Mixed Ideal Thrust = FgFULLY_ - Ib
MIXED _ IDEAL
- Fan Stream Mach Number

















- Fan Stream Total to Ambient Nozzle Pressure Ratio
- Primary Stream Total to Ambient Nozzle Pressure Ratio
- Fan Stream Total Temperature - OR
- Primary Stream Total Temperature - OR
- Ratio of TT8 to TT7
- Ambient Pressure - Ib/in. 2
- Bypass Ratio = (WaFAN/WaPRI)MEASURED
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130.00 131.00 132.001 133.00
• 99585 .99653 .99582 .99523
• 96677 .9676_ .969_2 .97002
2.2467 2.3665 2.q592 2.5580
2.2456 2.3701 2._617 2.5626
2.2492 2.3580 Z.4533 2.5_72
• 99844 1.0051 1.0034 1.0060
.80779E-05 .66556E-05 .32616E-05 .52039E-05
846.25 917.05 973.08 1032.1
• 40729 .41143 .41144 .41316
.410Z0 .40218 .40526 ._0232
Z.2567 2.3819 2.4739 2.5755
2.2654 2.37_4 2._708 2.5651
533._3 530.04 533.54 526.39
537._0 533.45 536.27 530.61
1.0074 1.0064 1.0051 1.0080
I_.301 14.301 I_.299 I_.3_I
2.3037 Z.3662 2.3359 2.3747
























































































































• 48151 .46621 ._6436
















































































































































• 12226E-01 .13961E-01 .14042E-01
900.45 983.59 983.29













































21.000 22.000 23.000 24.000 25.000
• 99109 .99109 .99121 .99080 .99L76
• 96954 .97015 .96995 .97017 .96993
2.3687 2.4801 2.4780 2.4702 2.5683
2.3686 2.4804 2.4784 2.4694 2.5676
2.3687 2.4792 2.4767 2.4724 2.5700
• 99995 1.0005 1.0007 .99876 .99908
.1!767E-04 .22203E-0_ .142_0E-04 .18066E-0_ .118_8E-0_
912.90 978.61 977.25 973.01 1030.3
.51304 .51366 .51358 .51308 .51301
• 51301 .51296 .51259 .51490 .51437
2.3875 2.5002 2.4982 2.4891 2.5681
2.3877 2.4990 2.4965 2.492_ 2.5907
529.52 527.35 526.69 529.03 532.27
536.55 53_.60 533.53 534,75 537.30
1.0171 1.01_I 1.0130 1.0108 1.0094
14.195 14.199 14.200 I_.202 14,203
3.2261 3.2241 3.2230 3.20q2 3.2037
?6


















26.000 27.000 28.000 29.000 30.000
.98770 .98826 .98854 .98863 .98688
.97494 .97522 .97602 .97489 .97683
Z.3318 2.4731 2.4719 Z.4740 2.5036
2.3990 Z.5416 2.5394 Z.5411 2.5705
2.1639 2.3125 2.3159 2.3189 2.3580
1.I086 1.0991 1.0965 1.0958 1.0901
.12_43E-01 .13983E-01 .14145E-01 .14031E-O1 .15406E-01
899.08 982.31 982.ZZ 98Z.07 1000.8
.54538 .54001 .53920 .53828 .53564
.38398 .39343 .39687 .39675 ._0342
2.4195 2.5630 Z.5607 2.5623 2.5918
2.1781 2.3284 2.3321 2.3351 2.3750
531.14 525.19 530.00 528.69 534.87
1297.9 1322.5 1327.4 1319.6 1371.6
2.4436 2.5O38 2.5046 2.4960 2.5644
14.Z_Z 14.240 1_.238 14.234 14.225
6.8688 6.7103 6.6456 6.6257 6.5717



















33.000 34.000 35.000 36.000 37.000
.99021 .99000 .99076 .9910_ .99034
.96987 .96989 .90937 .96976 .96971
2.3667 2.4758 2.4759 2._757 2.56_0
2.3671 2.4757 2.4741 2.4758 2.5628
2.3736 2.4761 2.481_ 2.4753 2.5672
.99727 .99983 .99707 1.0002 .99530
.25211E-04 .17323E-04 .14321E-04 .13055E-04 .10245E-0_
910.27 972._6 971.72 972._6 I024.7
.51237 .51325 .51189 .51329 .51259
•51625 .51351 .51619 .51299 .51508
2.3860 Z.4954 2._938 2.4955 2.5532
2.3929 Z.4960 Z.5016 2.4952 2.5880
532.64 531.75 529.73 533.15 532._6
5_l.Ot 535.52 536.20 538.2_ 536.95
1.0157 1.0127 1.0122 1.0095 1.0084
[4.152 14.15_ 14.146 14.153 14.16_
3.1940 3.2115 3.1869 3.2110 3.1923









































































57.000 58.000 59.000 60.000 61.000
.99170 .99165 .99133 .99158 .99149
.97186 .97207 .97214 .97196 .97211
Z.365_ 2.4737 2._748 Z.4745 2.5584
2.36_9 2.4729 2.4741 2.4735 2.5581
2.3666 2.4758 Z.4766 2.4771 2.5593
.99930 .99883 .99900 .99855 .99951
.53268E-05 .7_703E-05 .18659E-04 .131962-0_ .12555E-04
916.65 980._ 981.33 980.58 1030.6
• 51652 .5165Z .51663 .51634 .51679
.51756 .5182Z .51810 .$18_ .51751
Z.3344 Z.4932 Z.4945 Z.4938 Z.5791
Z.3894 Z.4998 Z.5007 2.5012 2.5841
530.55 529.41 528.22 532.40 531.27
538.04 535.45 533.74 536.70 536.35
1.0141 1.Oil4 1.0104 1.0081 1.0096
14.Z_7 14.Z47 14.Z49 14.244 14.Z50
3.0877 3.0745 3.0738 3.0641 3.07_2


















6Z.000 63.000 64.000 65.000 66.000
.98864 .98819 .98805 .98781 .98759
.97667 .97768 .97784 .97792 .97826
2.3306 2.4692 2.4669 2.4673 2.5005
2.3995 2.5390 2.5362 2.5365 2.5684
2.1598 2.308Z 2.3086 2.3103 2.3551
l.lll0 i. I000 1.0986 1.0979 1.0906
.124712-01 .140662-01 .141892-01 .14333E-01 .15481E-01
896.39 978.79 978.15 978.56 998.51
• 54937 .54384 .54322 .54278 .53361
.385_4 .39715 .39883 .39949 .40663
2.4210 2.5613 2.5585 2.5587 2.5907
2.1760 2.3265 2.3272 2.3289 2.3747
529.77 530.96 535.47 536.56 534.08
1297.4 1329.6 1340.7 1347.5 1369.5
2.4_89 2.50_2 2.5038 2.5114 2.56_3
14.180 14.182 14.1g0 14.191 14.192
6.8314 8.6196 6.5749 6.5";'68 6.4764



















69.000 70.000 71.000 72.000 73.000
• 99112 .99080 .99144 .99091 .99075
• 97177 .97179 .97199 .97187 .97229
2.3599 2._701 2.4704 2.4696 2.5616
2.3580 2.4678 2.4689 2.4686 2.5611
2.3656 2.4767 2.4747 2._723 2.5627
.9q_76 .99643 .99767 .99849 .99938
.996992-05 .178652-04 ._4900E-04 .12838E-04 .21928E-04
906.05 970.29 970.68 969.86 1024.3
.515S6 .51546 .51605 .51625 .51689
•52027 .5206_ .51943 .51848 .51780
2.3773 2._$80 2._892 2._889 2.58_2
_.3857 Z.5009 2._q58 2.496_ 2.5876
533.19 533._5 532.33 535.66 53_.28
539.2_ 538.88 537.26 5_0.34 538.53
_.0113 1.0092 1.0092 1.0087 1.0080
L_.133 I_.134 14.13_ 14.131 L_.135
3.0549 3.0_87 3.0598 3.0663 3.069_
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74.000 75.000 76.000 77.000 78.001
.98805 .98751 .98740 .98777 .98675
.97664 .97865 .97815 .97831 .97877
2.3190 2.4685 2.4674 2.4797 2.5135
Z.3857 2.5388 2.5371 2.5504 2.5817
2.1552 2.3056 2.3072 2.31_8 2.3674
1.1069 1.1011 1.0996 1.1018 1.0905
.12372E-01 .14023E-01 .14145E-01 .13963E-01 .15466E-01
893.06 982.68 980.88 987.80 1007.7
• 54763 .54499 .54387 .54517 .53896
• 39023 .39691 .39800 .39592 .40723
Z.4071 2.561_ 2.5595 2.5730 2.6041
2.1717 2.3239 2.3256 2.3331 2.3871
536.82 541.32 541.61 541.04 541.69
1301.4 1352.4 1354.7 1349.9 1384.4
Z.qZ43 2.4983 2.501Z 2.4950 2.5556
14.236 14.231 14.221 14.214 14.206
6.7045 6.6340 6.6O97 6.6529 6.4659


















81.000 82.000 63.000 84.000 85.000
.99079 .99116 .99073 .99032 .99127
.97188 .97175 .97L59 .97212 .97240
2.3606 2.4680 2.4701 2.4657 2.5575
2.3581 2.4653 2._666 2.4622 2.5595
2.3680 2.4758 2.4806 2._760 2.5510
.99582 .99578 .99435 .99444 1.0033
.14219E-04 .72780E-05 .10027E-04 .65317E-05 ./2611E-04
_09.99 972.81 973.94 971.83 1026.0
.51529 .5!518 .51456 .51500 .51839
• 52138 .52133 .52278 .52310 .51355
2.3774 2.4855 2._857 Z._823 2.5806
2.3913 2.5001 2.5051 2.5005 2.5755
525.00 526.31 531.34 534.08 532.31
530.78 530.8_ 53_._6 536.6_ 535.28
1.0110 1.0076 1.0059 1.00"_8 1.0056
14.166 14.189 14.!90 L4.189 14.190
3.0_24 3.039l 3.0214 3.0215 ].0995


















86.000 87.000 88.000 89.000 90.000
.98827 .98951 .98780 .98864 .98728
•97634 .97689 .97714 .97725 .97838
2.3265 2.4666 2.4650 2.4651 2.4951
2.3950 2.5374 2.5359 2.5359 2.5635
2.1553 2.3010 2.2984 2.2998 2.3509
1.1112 1.1027 i. I033 _.1027 1.090_
.12156E-01 .13911E-01 .13780E-01 .1390_E-01 .15191E-Of
899.63 982.87 982.20 982.42 I001.7
• 54966 .5_977 .54534 .54500 .53895
• 38551 .393_1 .39339 .3941_ ._0704
Z._166 2.5598 2.5583 2.5533 2.5858
2.1716 2.3191 2.3165 2.3179 2.3705
529.08 527.55 530.07 533.09 523._0
1283.4 1320.9 1322._ 1332.0 1335.5
2._57 2.5039 2.4947 2._987 2.5516
14.27_ I_.Z74 14.275 14.276 1_.272
6.7q_3 6.6774 6.6712 6.6554 6._527
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• 99238 .99205 .99215















































































• 14105E-01 .14109E-01 .15320E-01
985.90 983._3 1004.6
• 54481 .54491 .53952




































































































Iql.00 142.00 lq3.00 14q.00 lq5.00
.99105 .99120 .990_8 .99161 .99102
.97207 .9721q .97210 .97192 .97234
2.3548 2.4690 2._70_ 2._7_3 2.5554
Z.3586 2._72_ 2._73_ 2.4768 2.5588
2.3432 2.4582 2.4609 Z.4663 2.5447
1.0066 1.0058 1.0051 1.0042 1.0055
.77794E-05 .69982E-05 .15735E-0_ .11466E-04 .14496E-04
910.10 976.81 977.48 979.47 1027.3
• 51930 .51908 .51879 .51835 .51915
• 50974 .51066 .51139 .51219 .51110
Z.3781 2.4929 2.4939 Z.4972 Z.5799
2.3655 Z.4818 Z.4846 2.4901 Z.5692
5£4.08 5Z8.Z8 5Z7.09 530.97 532.47
531.77 533.76 531.61 535.13 536.12
1.0147 1.0104 1.0086 1.0078 1.0069
14.238 14.233 14.231 14.230 14.226
3.1338 3.1168 3.1062 3.0979 3.1060



















146.00 147.00 lq8.00 149.00 150.00
•98812 .98776 .98738 .98763 .98650
.97707 .97818 .97823 .97787 .97903
2.3305 2.4676 2.4711 2.4758 2.4964
2.4019 2.5379 2.5_23 2.5_68 2.5657
2.1472 2.3039 2.3038 2.3106 2.34_0
1.1186 1.1016 1.1035 1.1022 1.0946
.11929E-01 .13875E-01 .13740E-01 .13907E-01 .15053E-0
896.37 977.59 978.67 980.67 996.16
• 55371 .54513 .54615 .54520 .54133
• 37822 .39613 .39423 .39528 .40323
2.4238 2.5604 2.5648 2.5693 2.5881
2.1628 2.3Z22 2.3220 2.3290 2.3632
530.34 532.17 532.18 536.74 526.92
1292.2 1326.9 1325.6 1338.2 1345.2
2.4365 2.4935 2.4909 2.4932 2.5529
14.175 14.171 14.159 14.150 14.181
6.9936 6.6255 6.6651 6.633_ 6.5465
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153.00 15_.00 155.00 156.00 157.00
.98839 .98872 .98953 .98947 .98902
°96773 .96843 .96776 .96756 .96836
2.3551 2.4671 2.4639 2.4672 2.5541
2.3585 2.4698 2.4680 2.4705 2.5582
2.3444 2.4585 2.4507 2.4560 Z.5406
1.0060 1.0046 1.0071 1.0059 1.0069
.20163E-04 .20045E-04 .47736E-05 .57686E-05 .12620E-0
908.12 974.39 971.72 973.41 1025.3
.51577 .51576 .51617 .51560 .51658
.50694 .50916 .50583 .50697 .50644
Z.3781 Z.4904 2.4886 2.4911 2.5797
2.3654 Z._806 2.4724 2.4779 2.5632
531.41 528.81 535.73 535.22 534.59
543,56 538.92 544.80 543.37 542.36
1.0229 1.0191 1.0169 1.0152 1.0145
14.268 14.268 14.267 14.267 14.267
3.2_40 3.2236 3.2491 3.2366 3.2_49



















158.00 159.00 160.00 161.00 162.00
.98762 .98782 .98738 .98798 .98676
• 97364 .97473 .97474 .97_02 .97506
2.334_ 2.4772 2._736 2.4759 2.5001
2._032 2,5_74 2.5448 2.5466 2.5678
2.1552 2.3060 2.2993 2.3021 2.3471
1.1151 1.1047 1.1068 1.1062 1.0940
• 11875E-01 .13470E-01 .13500E-01 .13_22El01 .14913E-0
902.79 987.58 985.49 986.23 1001.8
• $4932 .54_08 .54500 .54434 .53813
• 37821 .38940 .38708 .38706 .40001
2.4251 2.5702 2.5676 2.569_ 2.5903
Z.1703 2.3231 2.3162 2.3[90 2.3654
536.81 540.67 540.98 538.65 534.29
1304.5 1343.6 1349.8 13_I.0 1363.2
2.4301 2._850 2._950 2.4896 2.5515
14.290 14.284 14.284 1_.286 14.289
7.0893 6.8813 6.9361 6.9326 6.7090
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APPENDIX B
NOZZLE EXIT PLANE TRAVERSES
Traverse plots were obtained by surveying the nozzle exit plane of all the
configurations in Phase Ill. At a single simulated engine operating point,
total pressure and total temperature were measured and nondimensionalized
relative to the corresponding ideal mixed property. The charging station
conditions for each stream (fan stream = station 7 and primary stream =
station 8) are identified along with the absolute level of the fully mixed
reference. The location of the primary lobe peaks is indicated by an arrow.
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PT7/PTMI x = 1.0364
PT8/PTMIX = 0.9397



















PT7/PTMI X = 1.0362
PT8/PTMI X = 0.9404








































PT7/PTMI x = 1.0372
PTs/PTMI x = O.9414.
PTMI x = 2.432. 105 N/M 2 (35.27 PSIA)
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PT7/PTMI x = 1.0378
PTg/PTMIX = 0.9407









































PT71PTMI x = 1.0374
PTs/PTMI X =0.9407








































TT7/TTMI x = 0.8344
TT8/TTMI X = 2.0858



















TT7/TTMI x = 0.8340
TT8/TTMI x = 2.0839





















TT7/TTMI x = 0.8318
TT8/TTMI x = 2.0791













































TT8/TTMI x = 2.0774











































TTT/TTMI X = 0.8299
TTs/TTMI x = 2.0715





































TT7/TTMI x = 0.8377
TT8/TTMI x = 2.0888




Flow visualization tests were made for all of the Phase Ill configurations.
These tests were conducted with uniform cold flow at a nozzle pressure ratio
of 2.5 to provide a general indication of the flow field through the exhaust
system. The streaks shown on the photographs on the following pages resulted
from placing an array of dots (using a lampblack/glycerine mixture) on the

























Flow Visualization Photographs, Configuration 50


















































Flow Visualization Photographs, Configuration 54
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APPENDIX D
MODEL GEOMETRY AND INSTRUMENTATION DATA
Tabulations of the key mixer instrumentation test data and detailed geometry
definition of the tested configurations are presented in this appendix.
Traverse test flow conditions, mixer plane velocity, total pressure and
temperature data, along with model surface pressures are presented in tabular
form. Also included are flow angle correlation curves (using second order,
least squares fit).
It should be noted that one of the pressure tubes of pitch probe No. 2 and
several plug surface pressures were blocked; therefore, these readings were
disregarded. Also, several flow-angle probe readings resulted in flow angles
that were too large to be considered. This result was believed to be due to
part of the flow angle probe being located in the lobe wall wake region.
The subsections of this appendix are arranged as follows:
D.l Definition of Symbols
D.2 Mixer Instrumentation Traverse Test Flow Conditions
D.3 Nonaxial Velocity Data at Mixing Plane
D.4 Total Pressure/Total Temperature Traverse Data
D.5 Surface Pressure Data
D.6 Flow Angle Correlation










D.I DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS









Fan Stream Flow - Ib/sec
Primary Stream Flow - Ib/sec
Fan Stream Total Temperature - "R
Primary Stream Total Temperature - "R
2
Fan Stream Total Pressure - Ib/in.
2
Primary Stream Total Pressure - Ib/in.
2Fan Stream Cross Sectional Area - in.
Primary Stream Cross Sectional Area - in.
Defined at Model Mixin_ Plane
TT MIX Fully Mixed Total Temperature - °R
PT MIX Fully Mixed Total Pressure - Ib/in. 2
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TT MIX 637.08 660.74
PT MIX 35.241 34.789
PAM 14.268 14.138
Fan Stream Charging Station Total Pressure














and Total Temperature Profiles:










Primary Stream Charging Station Total









Pressure and Total Temperature Profiles:




















= Radius - in.
= Circumferential Location - degrees
= Nonaxial Components of Velocity - m/sec
= Absolute Velocity - m/sec
= Nonaxial Velocity Flow Angle - degrees
= Radial (Pitch) Flow Angle - degrees
= Circumferential (Yaw) Flow Angle - degrees
= Angle between Radial Axis (z) and Absolute Velocity
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D.4 TOTAL PRESSURE/TOTAL TEMPERATURE TRAVERSE DATA
Lobe Exit Data, Configuration Number 29
Lobe Exit Data, Configuration Number 34
Tailpipe Exit Data, Configuration Number 29
































































































































































































































































































































































CODIFIGb_ATION 29 THETA = 26.00
















C@|FIGURATION 29 THETA : 28.00




























































































































































CONFIGURATI_; 29 THETA : 40.00
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONFZC-UgATZON 34 THETA = 42.00









































































































































































































































































































































CONFIGURATION 29 THETA = 42.50





























CONF ICL,_,ATION 29 THETA = 27.50



























































COHFIGL_ATICH 29 THETA = 57.50






















































COIqFIGU_ATION 34 THETA "- !0. O0
RADIUS TT/TT MIX PT/PT MIX
0.260 1.64590











CONFIGURATION 3_ TNETA = 17.50













RAOIUS TT/TT MIX PT/PT MIX RADIUS TT/TT MIX PT/PT _ZX
O.Z60 1.72990
0.5_0 1.35630 0.94450 0.5Z0 .._6_0_" _ 0.9_300
0.7ao 1.05490 0.97080 0.7aO 1.Z_9_0 0.%1_0
1.040 o.94940 0.98190 1.0_0 z.1_sg: o._es_o
........ _'''300 .......... O'--b--7_mOb ........... i'O_S_O ..................... iLm_o_ .......... i:07030 ......... 0.'_9730 .........
1.560 0.85790 !.0_630 1.560 0.97090 1.00_o0
1.8Z3 0.83710 1.04020 1.820 0._9390 [.01_0
C_O 0.36470 1.0_560 2.080 0.87_0 i.02I_O
z.3_o 0._05701..................1_0_010 .....................z -_ ..............b19_i_6................t0_70 .......
_._oo _.o_3o 1.o115o z._oo z.ccs_o 1.oo_
Z._60 1.11160 0.98810 Z.860 I.Z569G G.93610
3.1ZO _ G.92970 ...........................................
_ o 9_010_ s.zzo .....z t_Ts:....... O._z_o
COI_FI3URATiC.,! 3,:+ THETA = 15. OG
RADIUS TT/TT !41X ................ "PT;PT" MIX .............
_-.z_o 1.7oz_o









.....z.o_o .......1.39o60 ..........OL%5od ..........
3.110 z.09_60 o.9658o
CCNTISURAT'_ON 3_ THET_. : 22,50
........... RkOI'US ............... TT/TTHIX .... PT/PT MIX
0.260 1.7_420
0.510 I._31_0 0.9_60








..............._._60 ..........1'25960 .........0.97650 "-
3.120 1.05_60 0.g74c0
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CONFIGL_ATION 34 THETA = 25. O0














RADIUS TT/TT NIX PT/PT MIX
.............DSz_ .........._:%_8o ....................................................




1.s_ o 8139o 1 0074o
I._33 0.82273 1 02600
2.033 0.81920 _ 033:,0
...........z:3_0 ..............d_a3aso .................1o37_ ....................
z._s_ o._z_4o _ DO,SO
2.363 0.37Z_0 0 99690
......._..zzo..........o 83_0 ..........z .qEo_?...........
CGI<.IGURATIOI4 34 TH,ZTA = 30.00
..........._A6iUS .................ff)TT_ZX ............PT)_T_£X ..........
0._60 1.7bSO0
O.5ZO 0.96460 0.938_0








......... _'._0 ........... 1_02890 ............. 0.?9830
3.120 0.S0960 1.G03_0
OF POOR QUALITY
C_IFIC_JRATION 34 THETA = 3Z.50











....... -_':'_To.........C:_30-- ......_:_70_ ...........
3.i_0 1.14920 0.98470
............ C_jN_Ibd#ATIOIi " 3_ .......... TX_TA = ..... 35.00




1.o_o o _sv_o .........._.o03_o .........




................ 2:3G0 ...............a 84980 ...............!. 02870
2.550 1.3_CgO 3.939,_0
_.123 I.__7_0 0.97_30
CONFIGURATION 34 THETA = 37.D0
............... RAOzus ............ TT/TT HIX ............PT/PT MiX
0.260 1.74620
0.520 1.!4890 0.94720













CONFIGURATION 34 THETA = 47.50
RAOIUS TT/TT MIX PT/PT MIX
0.260 1.63710
O.5ZO 1.I0050 O._N_ITO
CONFIGURATION 34 THETA = 40.00
RADIUS TT/TT MIX PT/PT HIX
0.260 1.72870
O.SZO 1.00470 0.94680
0.780 1.Z_960 0.97400 0.780 1.09330 0.97570 ...........
1.040 1.14090 1.00180 1.040 0.96960 0.99630
1.3_0 1.03240 1.00910
_ 1.560 0.98450 ].300 0.93350 1.0G880
............................ t. OZ100
................................ !_56q... 0.8544_ 1 013601.820 0.S5800 1.00430 .......................... "................
1.820 0.818Z0 1.0Z270
Z.080 0.91970 1.00180 Z.080 0.8Z040 1.04080
Z.340 0.91890 1.00410 Z.340 0.83650 1.0Z180
2.600 I.OZ700 0.98990 Z.600 0.84760 1.00260
2.860 1.34700 0.96010 2.860 0.83080 0.99970
3.1Z0 1.Z5940 0.97400 3.1Z0 0.83500 0.99970
RADIUS TT/TT MIX PT/PT MIX
CONFIGURATIO|_ 34 .....THETA=--50.00
RAOIUS TT/TT MIX PT/PT MIX
.......... O]Z_6 ............. i":$9-3i'0 ........................................................ -_.'Z'[b .......... i"_63"70"0.............................................
0._0 1.14790 0.946_0 O.5ZO 1.0C550 0.94190
0.780 1.Z_630 0.974_0 0 780 1.07060
1.040 • 0.97_40
................ Z.!_TSO
_--_- .......... 9_9?sSO.................. 1._o _.91_oo o 9,:_o_




......... : .................. 1.0Z440
z.3:+o o _4 3_o .................._: _gs_d ... .............
g.600 1.02710 0.99310
z._o :.17_9o 0.96010
....3.. 120 ..... J. }7_90 O. 97940
CONFIGURATION 34 THETA = 45.C0
RAOIUS TT/TT'MzX "" PT;PT MIX
0.260 1.65900
O.S20 1.237_0 0.94310













_.34G 0.81940 ............ /_G]_O ..............
2.630 0.89090 I. 01';5C
z.86o o._619o 1.oo7_o









CONFIGURATION 29 AVERAGE VALUES
.... RO_ ..... 1__ STATION 8 ROd S STATIC_ 8
TAP AXIAL STATION MACH PS/PT TAP AXIAL STATION HACH PS/PT
101 11.900 0.2871 0.9459 311 14.260 0.3848 0.9054
102 12._.195 0.Z739 0.9506 312 14.555 0.3_69
............ 0.9044
1o3 xz.490 0.1770 0.949s - --3_ ...... __Z_ 0._336- ..... 0:_8
IOS 1].080 0.3z68 0.9_06 Row 6 STATION 8
i07 13.670 o.3607...........o_9_63......."....._ .......k_X+L-_YXYIb-_........HXCH......Ps;PT...........
108 13.965 0.3680 0.9143 314 Z4.Z60 0.3961 0.9001
109 14.260 0.3772 0.9089 315 14.555 0.4055 0 8987
110 14.555 0.4093 0.8936 316
• __ 14.822 0.4860 0.870<_111 14.850 0.4325----0.8824 ......................................................
1X2 15.000 0.4559 0.8704 RON 7 STATION 8
ROW 2 STATION 8 TAP AXIAL STATION MACH PS/PT
317 12.19_ ................. 0_38_0-" .............. O79i"96--
TAP AXIAL STATION HACH PS/PT 318 1Z.490 0.3785 0.9083
113 11.900 0.2882 0.9455 319 12.785 0.4015
114 0.8976
........ 12.195 0.2751 0 9502 320 13.080 0.346_ 0.92_
115 ........... 127_§0 ........ +"'_;__5 ............. 0_9_93 ............ ".... 3_+i ......... 13:378 ....... 0.3783 ......... 0+19C_4 +
116 12.785 O.300Z 0.9410 3ZZ [3.670 0.3953 0.9COS
117 _3.o_o o.3:6_ 0.9309 323 _3.965 0.3938 0.900_
.... 118 ...... 13.37S 0.3490 0.9213 314 14.Z60 O.+ISZ 0.8910
119 .....131670 ...............b_iS8_ ........ 0.9[73 .........".......323 ....................14 SSS ..............O +3OS .............0 a8+4
120 13.965 0.3646 0.9!45 326 I+.SZZ 0.9584 0.859;
_zi _4.16o o.3917 o.9ozz
112 Z4.555 0.4189 0.809_ _ON 8 STATION 8
....._23.............._sso ..................o_Si_ .................oi_cz9 .....--.....................................................
124 15.000 0.4410 0.8781 TAP AXIAL STATICN MACH _S/PT
317 13.37S 0.3660 0.9t_9
_ 3_. ST_ATION_ 8 328 :3.670 _.3_17
................................... 0.g06_
........... '..... SZ9 .............. [3.9G5 ......... 0.4091 .... 3._9_9
TAP A>:_JL STATZON HACH FS/PT 330 14.160 0.+Z09 0.883L
;Z5 _.900 0.Z931 0.94_8 331 14.555 0._350 o $8c7
....... 1_6 .......... 12.195 0.2727 0.951C 332 1_.822 0.4728 O.&Cl+
127 IZ._go ...................0_2775 ...............0 941_ .........................................
i28 11.785 0.1993 0.9_13 RO_ 9 STATION 8
:29 ::.:S: g.:S:: g.9:_9
lSC 1:.:7_ .....
....o!+_+o .............................. _CH _S/PT
333 12.195 0-3551 0.9187
132 13.96s 0.36_0 0.9_48 334 I_.490 0.38_s o._oss
133 I_.260 0.3802 0.907S 335 12.785 0.+067 0.8941
LS_ 14.555 0.4113 0.8928 336
........1'35............_T850 ..........0'_307 ................0"8_ ..............._,_ .............._3_98_ ....... 0.3113 0.93_4
13+ Is.ooo o.1416 o_8_ _, _3.37s ....._9_ .............. o:_+i_ ....
ROW 4 STATION 8
" --T_P .......AXZAK-STATI_H .......MAC H ...... PS/PT
Zol 12.195 0.3864 .....0+.918_ "
302 i_.490 0.3791 0.9080
303 12.785 0.4040 0.8964
304
.........................13 080 0.3595 0.9168
sos .........I-S:37_ ................._:__67- ............ _7_% ....
306 13._70 0.36_4 0.9111
307 1_.9_s o.33_o o.917o
_ 308 .........:_.._6o o.36_ o.9t_9
3c_ _4._5_ ...... o.3oo5 ......o.9_zs
31o z_._z_ o.s?s7 o._co_
338 13.670 0.3175 0.9_43
339 13.965 0.3402 0.92SI
340 ...... 14.260 -__ 0.3696 +__ 0.9123
341 14.555 ........ G.4_9 ' "0.8837
34_ 14.822 0.4395 0.8789
138








Row 10 STATION 7
TAP AXIAL STATZGN MACH PS/PT
351 IZ.195 0.4165 0.8874
352 12.490
............... o.4z13 o.885o
353 iz:Ta5- ..... _q088-- ......0:891]- _0_ _6 STATIOH 7
354 13.080 0.3677 0.9108
355 13.375 0.3619 0.9134 TAP AXIAL STATION HACH PS/PT
356 13.67o 0.4088 o.891z 4ol 11.9o0...................oj3_s ....................078_63
......357..........._79_s ...... 0-7_61_.............__8_3_...... 401 Iz.195 0.4051 0.8931
388 1_.260 0.4999 0.8430 403 IZ.490 0.4107 0.8903
_.04 ...... 3 080 0,4078
359 14.555 0.5182 0.83Z6 _ _ __ 1Z.785 0.8918
.... 360 I4.822 0.5703 0.8019 405 I ............... 0'.4L73 ......................0 8870
......................................... 406 13.375 0.4269 0.8812
ROW 11 STATION 7 407 13,670 0.4349 0.8781
...4._..........
.... 13.96S O. 4426 O. 8741
TAP AXIAL STATION MACH FS/PT 409 14.260 0.4525 0.C689
......--3-6_..........--i_:37_.............._S_7 F-.............b--8?i_ ... 41o _4.555 o.4_75 o.aco9
361 13.670 0.52t6 0.8307 411 14.850 0.4812 0.8534
363 13.965 0.568! 0.8033 412 15.000 0.4643 0.8517
364 14.260 0.5947 0.7872 ......................................................................
365 14.555 0.63_Z ...... 0_76_I ..... ROM 17 STATION 7
366 14.822 0.5675 0,8037
..... T_P .... _X.IAL._STIA.TI_.o_I... ....MACH .......P_T .........
ROW IZ STATION 7 413 11.900 0.3939 0.8935
414 zz.tgs o.39q4 0.8983
TAP AXIAL STATION MACH PS/PT 415 12.490 0.3983 0.8964
367 12.195 0.4169 0.8872 .......... _.___6......... ._Iz.785 C.qe93 0 89,0
368 12.490 0.4192 0.8860 417 ) ............................................"- _ ....
..... _.080 0.4166 o.C874
_69 .......... 12_7_5 ........... 0_127 .......... 0.8693 ...... 418 13.375 0.4558 0.8633
370 i3.080 0.3921 0.8994 _19 i3.670 0.4343 0.37_4
37_ 13.375 0.4482 0.8721 .......... _20 ............... 13.905 ....... 0.f_4%0 0.87_4
372 13.670 0.5666 e.8C4Z 421 :4.Z60 0.4357 O.E_7Z
..........373 .............13_965 ................0_5926 ..................0' 788_ ........ 422 [4.355 C.4644 0._625
374 14.260 0.8166 0.7737 4Z3 14.850 0._786 O.OF,_O
375 14,555 0.8367 0.7611 .............._ ................15.coo o._o 0.8s!3
376 t4.822 O.5_OZ 0.7960 ..............................
....................................................................ROW 18 STAT_OH 7
RO_ 13 STATION 7
........ _P ......AXIAL STATION MACH PS/_T
4zs 11.9oo o.3951 o _79 -
.........TA_ .....AXIAL_STAT_O N .........MAC}I ........PS!_T ........... 4a6 tZ.lq_ 0.3917
377 14.Z_0 C.3911 0,7893 0.8_6
378 14.555 0.62_7 0.7661 427 12._90 0.3980 C._63
379 14.3Z2 0.6029 0.782! ............. _18 ............... !2"785 ....... 0.4051 0.8"}16
......_O_i_"_TATk6_ 7.................................................................430 13 _75 0._250 O._S:
431 _3.670 0.4316 0.379:3
TAP AXIAL STATIOH MACH PS/PT 43Z 13.965 ................................ 0.4376 3.3767
433 14.260 0.4494 3.6705
..... 380 ........... I_..16.0 .............. 0,6063 .......... 0.18.00._ 434 14.555 0.46053Gi 14.555 0.6255 0.78_1 " 0.86<+6
382 14.8ZZ 0.6062 0.7801 435 14.850 0.4743 3.857_
436 15.000 0.4EOZ 3 8r_
............................................................. . J__
............ ~__.
..... RO_J.. 15 STATION 7
AXIAL STATION MACH PS/PT
12,_5 o.4166 o._874
.............t_:_ ...........p 4Z!I........o.8851




389 13.9_5 0.5891 0.79G_
390 !4.260 0.6345 0.762_






CONFIGURATION 34 AVERAGE VALUES
..Ro_ .....L S._AT!PH_a.........................
TAP AXIAL STATION MACH PS/PT
101 11.900 0.5Z95 0.9295
102 .._l_A.95 ...... 0.3025 0.9402
103 12.q90 0.3166 0.9346
104 12.785 0.3788 0.9082
los 13.080 0.4032 0.8968
.......j.p6 .......... I._, 3__75 ............o _PZq ........ o, 895o._
107 13.673 0.40_4 0.8943
108 13.965 0.4278 0.8848
109 14.Z60 0.4601 0.8683
II0 _4.555 0,5093 0,8417
111 14.850 0.5032 0.8451
112 15.000 0.4989 0.8474
RON 2 STATION 8
TAP AXIAL STATION MACIt PS/PT
113 It.9oc o.325o o.9_o9
..........t i_..............! _=_95 .........._.._._z._6. .................£ 73 _s
ilS l_.490 0.316_ 0.9347
116 1_.785 0.3617 0.9[59
117 13.0_0 0.4003 0.6982
118 13.375 0.4134 0._919
I_0 13.965 0.4Z77 0.88_8
_Zl 14.260 0.q636 0.8665
........_22................Z%sss ............... _.So_ ...............0._:
l_ z_.cso 0._9_ 0.8_71
_z_ _s.eoo o._9_3 0.s_8_
R0_ 3 STATION 8
TAP AXIAL STATION MACH PS/PT
125 11.9C0 0.32S9 0.9310
I_6 12.195 0.3004 0.9410
128 12.785 0.3566 0.9172
129 13.0_0 0.3984 0.8991
_3_ 1316?o .......... 0.3o7o ............ o.8950-
132 13.965 0.4_69 0.885_
133 14.260 0.4580 0.@694
134 14.555 0.5064 0.8433
............135 .................. i4.853 ..............0_'4984 ..............0_8477 .....
136 I5.OGO 0.4995 0.8471
RC_ 4 STATION 8
• __. TAP ........ AXT.AL STATION ...... MACH ....... P_/pT ......
301 I_.IgS 0.3808 0.9073
3oz i249o 0.3936 o.9o13
303 12.785 0.3902 0.90Z9
__ 30_ ..... 13.0_0 0.4226 o 887_
sos " _31_75................._S_47 ..........0._3e7 -
306 13.670 0.5771 0.8::6
307 _3.%_ o._9_ o.c_7:
308 14.250 .... 0.4480 0._7/+2
3G9 14.555 0.42_C _.8_=:2
3to 14.022 0.4656 0.8554
R_4 S STATION 8
TAP AXIAL STATION MACH PS/PT
311 13.670 0.S870 0.7967
3_ .......
_ -- 13.965 0.5546 0.8159
315 1_i_60.........6.¢q57--..... 0_84_-
314 14.55S 0.4663 0.8650
3]S 14.822 0.S093 0.84!7
......_6_ ........6--SYAriON-8 ...................................................................
TAP AXIAL STATION MACH PS/PT
..... 316 13.965 0.5655
0 5651 0.8095317 .......... i_iZ6"b .......................... o18o97 .....
318 14.555 0.5463 0.8E07
319 14.82Z 0.5Z61 0.8323
--_0_'--'"_--_YXY_6Fi"F--...................................................
TAP AXIAL STATIC?_ MACH PS/PT
320 _Z t_5 0.3832 O.ge6Z
...... 3zt ........... IZ.,_%...... 0._93z ....... o.9of6
32_ 12.735 0.3_6 0.9GS4
323 13.0_0 0.q087 0.6942
..........324 !3.375 0.4_39 0.85Z9
3IS L3,670 0.5905 0.7946
326 13.;65 0.6CO& C.7£3S
327 I_.230 0.6233 0.77!6
_. 32_ 14.555 0.6425 0.7629
329 14.62_ 3.3854 0.7976
RaN 8 STATIOtl 8
.........TAP ......... AX_AL-SrATIOM ...... HACH " PS/PT ........
530 i3.375 0.4_%_ C.8_oE
331 _3._70 0.4870 3.8539
332 13.965 O.G212 0.8350
333 IG.Z60 " 0+55Z8 '0.8169
334 14.555 0.6038 0.76_6
335 14.8_ 0.5778 0._032
RON 9 STATIGN 8
..... TAP ...... AXIAL. STATION ...... _ACH ..... pS/PT .....
336 12.195 0.3814 0.9070
337 12.490 0.3937 0.9013
338 12.785 0.3578 0.9175
......... 337 ...............13 080 .......... 0.341_ 0.9247
340 13.375 0.3490 0.9214
3:)l L3.67_ 0.3666 0.9[37
34_ 13.9_5 0.39_9 0._988
...... 343 .......... 1_._60 _ 0.4_4 __ 0._7q3 _
344 _4.5S3 0.49_8 0.8q92
345 14._2_ 0.5126 0.8399
140 ........ ,.+= iS
i" -++Y_.:,_D+LtT'+,
ROW 10 STATION 7
TAP AXIAL STATION MACH PS/._r
351 lZ.195 0.4621 0.8638
_ _ 3__. 12.490 0.44z7 0.8746
333 -- -zzC78_ ........ o:_z3 ......... o:_6 -
354 13.080 0.4001 0.8955
355 13.375 0.3517 0.9180
3s6 13.670 0.3118 0.9304
357 13. 965 0. 3580 ............ "0-[9'152--"
358 14.260 0.4675 0.8609
359 14.553 0.6067 0.7799
360 14.8Z2 0.6168 0.7736
ROW 11 STATION 7
TAP AXIAL STATION MACH PS/PT
361 13.375 0.5053 0.8400
362 13.670 0.6932 0.7253
363 13.965 0.7301 0.7015
364 14.260 0.7176 0.7095
...... i65 .... i_T$55" -- -- -0".6661 ....... d:"74"_6 ......
366 14.822 0.6502 0.7S_7
RO_ 12 STATION 7
TAP AXIAL STATION MACH PS/PT
367 IZ.195 0.4633 0.8632
368 IZ.490 0.44_7 0.8741
369 LZL765 ....0._7 ......... 0:_823
370 13.080 0.440g 0.8750
371 13.375 0.60Z3 0.732_
37_ 13.670 0.7564 0.6844
............ 373 ................. [3/965 ................. 0'.7788 ................. 01"569_
_74 [4.260 0.7Z77 0.7030
--_b_--'3_--_qXTI_--T .................................................
TAP AXIAL STATION MACH PS/PT
40l 11.900 0.3962 0.8975
40£ 12,195 0.3889 0.9009
403 12.490 0.3982 0.8965
404 IZ.785 0.4071 0.8921
....... _°_ ................_3"p89 .............°:._Z°7...............0.:8853 _
406 t3.373 o.4294 o.881o
407 _3.67o o._szl o.86_7
408 13.965 0.48S8 0.3S09
409 14.260 0.49S4 0.C467
.... _io ...........I_LSS5 ........ b55i9¢ ........ 018317 ....
411 14.650 0.5534 0.81ZI
412 15.000 0.5583 0.8092
ROW 17 STATION 7
TAP AXIAL STATION MACH PS/PT
413 11.9oo o.3_23 o.89_3
414 12.195 0.3874 0.90:7
415 IZ.490 0.3958 0.8977
........._[6 ..............I_ 285 .................._-_91 ................ 0.8_[! _
417 13.080 0.414S 0.¢_C4
418 13.375 0.4279 0.8.3i7
419 13.670 _._494 0.07Z2
......_ZO 13.965 C._632 0.8c..
421 14.260 0.4gJ_ U.84£S
4Z2 14.555 0._2_0 o.831_
4Z3 14.850 0.549: 0.6146
375 _4.555 0.6028
376 t4.822 0.63_3 0.7639
ROW 13 STATION 7
.......T_.P ..... AX_L.STATICN ....._CH ......._S/_T
377 13.965 0.6186 0.7725
]7_ _4.160 o.62_o o.76_0
379 14.5s5 o._s7_ o.748z
............-- _?q ..............._%_.2._ ..........................................................0.6S91 0 7471
RO;I 14 STATION 7
......._Aff........_I_.L.STATZON__......r_AC_..........._/ PT .......
381 13.670 0.7219 0.7063
3_2 13.96s 0.6z39 0.7692
383 14.250 0.6343 0.76_7
............3_ ...............!_S ss ..........o :_7_S..........O_.?3_S.....
3S5 14.822 0.6977 0 "_4
o.7_[_ .......4a4 J_.O.OO.................O.._!x ..........o 8_4
R_W 18 STATION 7
........TA_P.......:>'.Z_L.STATZOK__ _CH PS/PT
4_5 _! •900 O. 3;_2 0 • _ ?93
426 1 _ • 195 0 • 3_o 3 0 . 902:;
4_7 IZ.490 O. 393[ 0.20C,5
4_.8 L_'. 785 0,3097 O. 3 ;.':3
429 i-x.080 0.4141 C,.C'3d7
430 13. 375 0.4377 O. _767
431 13. 670 0.44_9 0.8715
432 13.965 0.4637 0 86_0
" -- 4 _ 3 ........ f_] Z6"0 ........... 0 74930 ........ 01848o
434 14.555 0.5Z30 0._Z99
43S 14.850 0.$4S7 0.816 I
ROW iS STATION 7
.........TTP .......ixfAC sTXTI6N ....... HPda .......f{/Pi ......
336 12.195 0.4589 0.86S5
387 1_.490 0.4442 _.8733
388 IZ.785 0.4449 0.8729
390 13.37S 0.5439 0._177
z_z 13.o7o o.3743 a.7.;_s
39_ 13.965 0.6_19 3.76n_
393 14.:60 G.6C_6 0.7787
3_4 14.555 0.6581 O./q?7
























PITCH FLOW FINOLE CQLIBRQTION 2N0 ORDER LEQST SOUl:IRESFIT
® PROBE I PITFRI
-_o
•_ _ _ :
(i' _i
.I"P-_[QeJATIOII OF F|TTED LINE IREGRESS|OH5_ [{_Alr]I_I).EQUATII_I),
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CP 0-180
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PITCH FLOW ANOLE CALIBRATION 2ND ORDER LEAST SQUARES FIT
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PITCH FLOW FINOLE CALIBRATION 2N0 ORDER LEAST SQUARES FIT





,' QU,kTICN Of FITTED LINE (REGRESSIGH E_ULT|GNll I SZ091| Tram|
• i , ___ A B .ESZ6279E-0|
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PITCH FLON FtNOLE CALIBRATION 2ND ORDER LEAST SQUARES FIT




EQtJAT|ON OF F[TTiEO LINE INI[r-uESS|ON I[qUATZCH|* BIOTA = -.19|_391[-01
, , ' " " _,iTi"_, ' ,
i CP i
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PITCH FLOI4 RNOLE CALIBRATION 2NO ORDER LEAST SQUARES FIT
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PITCH FLON ANOLE CALIBRATION 2N0 ORDER LEAST SQUARES FIT

























30. I . ZG7Z
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CP 0-180
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PITCH FLOW FINOLE CALIBRATION 2ND ORDER LEAST SOUFIRE$ FIT
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Eq_JATIOII OF FITTED LII:E (REGRESSION E_UATICaII*
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YAW FLOW ANGLE CALIBRATION 2NO ORDER LEAST SQUARES FIT
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YQW FLOW QNOLE CQLIBRQT]ON 2ND ORDER LERST SQUQRES FIT
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YFtW FLOW FtNOLE CALIBRATION 2ND ORDER LEAST SQUARES FIT
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YRW FLOI4 RNOLE CRLIBRRTION 2ND ORDER LERST SQURRES FIT
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YON FLON QNOLE CQLIBRQT]ON 2ND ORDER LEQST SQUARES F[T
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l'QW FLOW QNOLE CFILIBRQTION 2N0 ORDER LEQST SQUQRE$ FIT













_[C_UAT|_.N OF F|TTEO LXHE IREGRESSX0_i I[QIJ_TI0tlh
a T










= ! _ i J ; _ ! | m _ I ! | ! | u
-3.200 -2.600 -2.400 -2.000 -!,G00 -|,200 -0,B00 -0.400 0.000 0.400 0,000 L.,'Z00 1.000 2.000 2.400 2.800 3.200 3.800
CP 90-270
YAH FLON HNGIE CFILIBRI::ITION 2ND ORDER LEAST SQUFIRE$ FIT


















E_UA1,I(._II Of f|TT|O LIN][ (REG$1E$SI(_I EG_JAI'IONI,
T









o .tTaTZS4 1`e n?.
BETA : -. 69355CtgE-OA
r I ! = ! I w ! w | I | ! | | | , -1
-3.200 -2.600 -2.400 -2-000 -1.600 -1.200 -0.600 -0.400 O.O00 0.400 0.600 1,_200 1.600 2.000 Z.400 2.600 3.200 3.600
CP 90-270
D.7 MODEL GEOMETRY DEFINITION
Mixer Test Configuration Definition
Mixer Lobe Coordinates, Configuration 29
Mixer Lobe Coordinates, Configuration 34











INTERSECTION (TANGENT) POINTMIXERS TAILPIPES
ENGINE /
LOBE / FAN LOBE WALL
RADIUS / INTERSECTION (TANGENT)
,oll -// PO,NT
ENGINE LOBE 36 _ =/ / FAN LOBECENTERPOINT_ " ," CENTERPO,NT
XXl/Jf- 
y 2011 /\ /' / R1
16 I! / _ t, / "TAILPIPE
















COHFIGUI_ATIOH =9 MIXER LOBE COOROIHATE$
e R L .... R
PLUG E_m PEAK TAZLPZPE F_AH._,UJJFY ALPHA/'rHETA
1.900 2.780 4,690 3.048 0,493
1.900 2.780 4.690 3.052 0.493
1.901 2.78[ 4,690 3.055 9.493.
1.915 2.785 4.686 3.059 0.493
1.942 2.799 4.660 3.060 0.493
12.550 1.940 2.819 4.673 3.058 0.493
_ J_2J#L_¢_.o_7___ _¢.8_9_..4.6_7___I.052 0_.,4_}
12.050 2.082 2.890 4.659 3.040 0.493
13.000 2.139 2.943 4.651 3.025 0.493
13.150 2.195 3.009 4.644 3.010 0.493
13.300 2.252 3.083 _.637 2.992 0.493
13.450 2.309 3.170 4.630 2.97Z 0.493
13.600 2.359 3.258 4.623 2.952 0.493
13.750 2.404 3.339 4.616 2.929 0.493
13.900 Z.440 3.410 4.608 2.901 0.493
14.050 2.473 3.470 4.599 2.872 0.493
14.200 2.501 3.518 4.588 2.840 0.493
14.350 2.524 3.557 4.575 2.807 0.493
14.500 2.539 3.590 4.560 2.773 0.493
1_.650 2.545 3.619 4.543 2.738 0.493
"% ' i)
14.800 2.543 3.644 4.525 2.700 0.493
14.850 2.541 3.651 4.519 2.689 0.493
COHFIGURATIOH 29 MIXER LOBE COORDINATES
AXIAL _f-ATI-I_I -- ATPH-A" ('DEG) THETA( OEG ) ..... "FA_['R POINT
Y
13.300 4.935 10.000 4.010




















4. 935 [ _'-6-0b Z,-T'_'i'_
4.935 10.000 2.905
COHFIGURATIOH 29 MIXER LOBE COORDIHATE5
ALPHA (DEB) _ THETA(OEG) EHG














































































COHFIGURATIOH 34 MIXER LO6E COOROZHATES
R R R R
PLUG EI_ PEAK TAILPIPE _AJ4'_ckE'( ALPHJ_'THETA
1.900 Z.780 4.690 3_048 0.261
1.900 2.780 4.690 3.05Z 0.261
1.900 2.780 4.686 3.050 0.261
1.907 2,783 4.678 3.038 0,261
12.400 1.937 2.794 4.666 3.020 0.261
11.550 1.979 2.811 4.651 2.999 0.261
_ 1._._2.._7.00_.___2.._.026__2_.84.0. 4.634 2.973 0.261
12.850 2.072 Z.879 4.628 2.945 0.261
13.0o0 Z.113 Z.927 4.596 2.915 0.261
13.150 2.147 2.983 4,576 2.881 0.261
13.300 2.172 3.059 4.552 2.846 0.261
13.450 2.192 3.145 4.530 2.809 o.261
C.: :°
t_
13.600 2.210 3.245 4.5o5 z.768 0.261
13.750 2.225 3.354 4.480 2.723 0.261
13.900 2.234 3.470 4.454 2.677 0.261
--_'.6_0 2.240 3.579 -- "_'.C_8 i._9-- .... 0"_-2_I"
14.200 2.241 3.673 4.402 2.569 0.261
14.350 2.239 3.748 4.376 2.527 0.261
14.500 2.230 3.804 4.348 2.473 0.261








13.150 _.61Q 10.000 4.271
13.300 2.610 10.000 3.428
1"3_s_-- _.610 16.000 3.E_!
13.600 2.61_ 10.000 3.130
13.750 1.610 14.000 3.077
13.900 t.61Q 10.000 3.025
-- -- T4.-6"s_- -- T.6'T'o-- -- -!_7000 _;¢_
14.200 m.610 10.000 2.903
14.350 _.610 10.000 2.856
14.500 ...... _.610 14.000 Z.795
14.65_ 2.610 l_'_b _/3_
14.8o0 2.610 10,000 2.673
14.850 2.610 10.000 2.653
Z Y Z
0.753 1.456 1.953 0.135
o.6o4 0.635 2.99? 0.137
_'_'b"_ .... _.-+4"_-| 3.051 0.-]39--
0.552 0.411 3.110 0.142
0.543 0.40_ 3.096 0.141
0.533 0.395 3.043 0.139
"_ ..... _ _9_ 0.--I3_-"
0.512 0.379 t.9_1 0.133
O.5O4 0.373 Z.873 0.131
0.493 0.365 _.81_ 0.1_8
_+i;_._'- ..... 0.'J_? Z_751 0.-T'_'--
0.471 0.349 _.689 0.1_3
0.468 0.346 2.668 0.122
COHFIGURAI_OH 34 _XXER LOBE COORDIHATES
"_CI_[-$T'JCTION--A_PH_f_EG'T --THEI_IOEE[ EHG-CEITrER'POIHT" "-- "ETIG-I.OBEITAOZUS -EI_TO6E-'zITrERSECTZ'0RI=OZTIT-- -- -
Y Z y
13.150 2.610 10.000 2.666 0.0 0.317 Z.953
13.300 2.610 10.000 2.873 0.0 0.186 _.999
13._50 Z_lO IO.OOU 2_99_ 0+_J" ........ U'_.X50 _.-051
13.600 2.610 10.000 3.103 0.0 0.14_ 3.110
13.750 _.610 10.000 3.208 0.0 0.146 3.201
13.900 2.610 10.o00 3.319 0.0 0.151 3.312
-- -- 14._- -- "_.6"10---- --10"_00" 3.'z_3 73-.0 ..... 1_.'15G "_..4T6
14.200 2.610 10.000 3.513 0.0 0.160 3.506
14.350 2.610 10.000 3.585 0.0 0.163 3.$77
14.500 . 2.610 10,000 3.638 0.0 0.166 3.631
--_T_550 +, _.610 IOTO00 3.-672 _g ...... 01167 _65"4
14.800 2.610 10.000 3._8Z 0.0 0.168 3.675
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Flow angle measurements were made downstream of the mixer plane at lO radial
locations and 21 circumferential locations as part of the "multisurvey" on
configurations 29 and 34. These angles were measured in the radial and
circumferential directions (denoted pitch p , and yaw v, respectively) using
five-hole pyramid probes shown in the sketch below.
"°iEw'°TH eo , /
TOP VIEW
Each probe consists of five tubes, silver soldered together; a center pilot
probe and two probes each in the horizontal and veratical planes which are
bevel machined in assembly to an angle G . The probe assembly was calibrated
in the free-jet exhaust of a 5.5-inch diameter standard ASME long-radius flow
nozzle. Calibration results presented herein were made at a Mach number of 0.5
at pitch angles of 0, _+7.5, and_+15 degrees.
Measured pressures from the calibration tests were reduced to pressure
coefficients, defined as the Z_P between taps on opposite sides of the probe,
divided by the free stream dynamic pressure (Q).
oo Cp pitch = (P0° - PI80 °) / Q vs #
_0_o ° Cp yaw = (P90 ° - P270 °) / Q vs u
I_° where Q = (Y/2) PAMB Mn2
167
Pressure coefficients (shown in tabular form from pages 169 through 171) in
the pitch and yaw p]anes were then correlated as functions of pitch and yaw
angles and were curve fitted with straight lines, that is,
Cp = (Ap/q) = a + b (angle)
where coefficients a and b were determined for each of the ten probes and are
presented in the tabulations below.
PITCH DATA
PROBE a bl b2
001 DATA . 0062,. 0508,. 04tQ
002 DATA . 455&,. O_l._-g-i-i_
003 DATA -. 247%. 0542°. 0422
004 DATA . OO&,. 0449,. 0470
005 DATA . 0304, 0503° . 0468
006 DATA • 0605, 0408, . 0398
007 DATA . 1612, 0462,. 0326
008 DATA -.0102, 0465,. 0441
009 DATA -. 021bo 0.'_01, . 0434
010 DATA -. 2429, O_K)4, . 0._13
YAW DATA
PROBE a b 1 b2
DO1 DATA - !133, 0669,. 0.50!
002 DATA - 0_--_4, 0841,.0904
003 DAYA - 0032, 0776,. 0822
004 DATA - 147_,, 0729°. 0774
00._ DATA - 0807, 0706,. 0702
006 DATA - 0810, 0699.. 0728
007 DATA -.O641, 0928o.0939
008 DATA -. 0864, 1076,. I02_
009 DATA -. 1279, 1071,. 1017







Flow angles at the mixer plane were then calculated from the multisurvey
pressure data as:
angle = [(ZIP/Q) - a] I b
where Z_P is the measured pressure difference at the model exit plane in
either the pitch or yaw direction, and Q is the model tree stream dymanic
pressure. A complete tabulation of Q_ Cp, and flow angle data for both




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































I 2. 4750 O. 2004
2 2. 4750 O. 2¢_9
3 2.4750 1.2630

























3 2.4750 -0. 9507
4 2.4750 -0.6731









































































































PROBE G CP PITCH
0-180 ANGLE
1 2.4750 0.1968 3.75
2 2.4750 _ _¢=L -¢ _4v. _wvw w.
3 2.4750 -0.79&4 -13.00
4 2.4750 -0.6404 -13.75
5 2.4750 -0.5257 -11.88
6 5.6210 0.3021 5.92
7 5.6210 0.3499 4.09
8 5.6210 0.1845 4.19
9 5.6210" 0.2049 4.52



























PROBE G CP PITCH
0-180 ANGLE
1 2.4750 0. 1426 2.69
2 2.4750 C _o= C Ol
3 2.4750 -0.6432 -9.37
4 2.4750 0.4259 9.35
5 5.6210 0.9891 19.06
6 5.6210 0.4021 8.37
7 5.6210 0.3579 4.26
8 5.6210 0. 1824 4. 14
9 5.6210 0. 1946 4.32



























PROBE G CP PITCH
0-180 ANGLE
I 2.4750 0.3192 6. 16
2 2 4750 C _,I, 21 _2
3 5.6210 0.7385 18.20
4 5.6210 0.9714 21.50
5 5.6210 0.9370 18.02
6 5.6210 0.4821 10.33
7 5.6210 0.4099 5.38
8 5.6210 0.2272 5.11
9 5.6210 0.2364 5. 15




























PROBE @ CP PITCH CP YAW
0-180 ANGLE 90-270 ANGLE
I 2.4750 0.4804 9.33 -0.0105 1.54
2 5.&210 0.4729 0._ 0.0181 0.57
3 5.6210 0.5908 17.32 -0.0116 -0. I0
4 5.6210 0.9393 20.79 -0.2608 -1.46
5 5.6210 0.8927 17. 14 -0.2167 -1.74
6 5.6210 0.5257 11.40 -0.3142 -3.20
7 5.6210 0.4579 6.42 -0.3138 -2.66
8 5.6210 0.2750 6. 13 -0.3149 -2.23
9 5.6210" 0.2804 6.03 -0.3225 -1.91

















9. 53 -0. 3632
i. 76 -0. 2140
16. 75 -0. Ii01
20. 26 -0. 3428
16. 85 -0. 2062
I i. 72 -0. 2393
6. 88 -0. 2610
6. 76 -0. 2786
6. 29 -0. 2989










































PROBE O CP PITCH
0-180 ANGLE
! 2.4750 0.3964 7.68
2 2 4750 O. _ n, _n
3 5.6210 0.7122 17.71
4 5.6210 0.9126 20. 19
5 5.6210 0.9319 17.92
6 5.6210 0.5170 11. 19
7 5.6210 0.4474 6.20
8 5.6210 0.2765 6. 16
9 5.6210 0.2733 5.89
























































































PROBE Q CP PITCH
0-180 ANGLE
I 2.4750 0.2602 5.00
2 2 4750 0 _,4 C _
3 2.4750 -0.8966 -15.37
4 2.4750 -0.6_95 -13.52
5 2.4750 -0.4982 -ii.29
6 5.6210 0.3400 6.85
7 5.6210 0.3716 4.56
8 5.6210 0.2023 4. 57
9 5.6210 0.2169 4.76



























THETA (DEg )= .4-0.0
PROBE G CP
0-180
l 2. 4750 O. 2570
2 2. 4750 O. '1.012
3 2. 4750 -0. 6954
4 2. 4750 -0. 6174
5 2. 4750 -0. 4683
6 5. 6210 O. 5896
7 5. 6210 O. 3435
8 5. 6210 O. 1925
9 5. 6210 O. 2275










































2 2.4750 C. 3717
3 2.4750 -0.7390
4 2.4750 -0.6897
5 2.4750 -0. 5640
6 5.6210 0.2987
7 5.6210 0.3362








































THETA (DEg)= 44- 0
PROBE G CP
0-180
! 2. 4750 O. _.0=0
2 2. 4750 --@. 357,L,
3 2. 4750 -0. 7406
4 2. 4750 -0. 1277
5 2. 4750 1. 7527
6 5. 6210 O. 3944
7 5 / 6210 O. 3508
8 5. 6210 O. 1889
9 5. 6210 O. 1959






































































































































































































































































































































4 6. 5491 1.0582






































































































































































PROBE G CP PITCH
0-180 ANGLE
I 3.4303 0.6061 11.81
2 3.4303 4__ 1.3_
3 3.4303 -0.6034 -8.43
4 3.4303 -1.2999 -27.78
5 3.4303 -1.2579 -27.53
6 3.4303 -0.9565 -25.55
7 3.4303 -0.3452 -15.53
8 3.4303 -0.7008 -15.66
9 3.4303 -0.0437 -0.51






























































































































































































PROBE G CP PITCH
0-180 ANGLE
i 3.4303 0.7154 13.96
2 3.4303 0 =_=_ _ _=
3 6.5491 0.8053 19.43
4 6.5491 1.0545 23.35
5 6. 5491 1.0766 20.80
6 6. 5491 0.9250 21. 19
7 6. 5491 0.8868 15.71
8 6.5491 0.6857 14.97
9 6.5491 0.6802 14.01



























PROBE Q CP PITCH
0-180 ANGLE
I 3.4303 0.7093 13.84
2 6.5491 O. _ ..... ?3
_wa aa.
3 6. 5491 0.7277 18.00
4 6. 5491 1.0340 22.90
5 6. 5491 1.0783 20.83
6 6. 5491 0.9111 20.85
7 6.5491 0.8850 15.67
8 6.5491 0.6842 14.93
9 6.5491 0,6777 13.96



























PROBE G CP PITCH CP YAW
0-180 ANGLE 90-270 ANGLE
I 3.4303 0.7081 13.82 -0.4000 -5,71
2 3.4303 --g._2_ 1.60 -0.2411 -2.34
3 6.5491 0.7442 18.30 -0. 1307 -1.55
4 6. 5491 1.0466 23. 17 -0.3571 -2.71
5 6.5491 1.0685 20.64 -0. 1298 -0.63
6 6,5491 0.9046 20.69 -0.2167 -1.86
7 6.5491 0.8954 15.89 -0. 1780 -1.21
8 6.5491 0.6964 15.20 -0. 1727 -0.84
9 6.5491 0.6751 13.91 -0. 1845 -0. 56






























































8 6. 5491 0.7451
9 6.5491 0.6943







































































































I 3.4303 O. 5816



















































































































































































































3 6. 5491 0.8394
4 6. 5491 1.0447
















































3 6. 5491 0.7667
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